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Commenting on President Irfaan Ali’s meeting with the Guyana diaspora in T&T
last weekend, author & media consultant Orin Gordon, writing in the Trinidad
Express, said Ali’s “political superpower is that he wears the office lightly, and
he’s good at connecting at an interpersonal level with different kinds of people.
He has everyman appeal”. Orin’s comment is evident in the photo above, when
Ali was warmly hugged and welcomed by Guyanese living in T&T during the
after-event meeting. Photo: President Ali's Facebook page. See Page 13.
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Caribbean sunshine is evident within the attendees despite the rain that later
saw the covers brought on to prematurely end the Jamaica & T&T Diamond
Jubilee cricket match. The game was in celebration of both nations marking
their 60th anniversary of Independence; it was played last Saturday in Brampton.
From (left to right) in photo are Wilbert Plummer; Tracey Ramsubagh-Mannette,
Acting Consul General for T&T; Consul General for Jamaica, Lincoln Downer; &
George Maharaj. Photo by Russell Lutchman. See story on Page 3.

Canada Guyana Chamber holds inaugural gala

Finance minister Dr Ashni Singh to deliver evening’s keynote address
By Romeo Kaseram
Toronto – A top networking gala is set to take place next month in what is a
signature event for businesses, investors, and individuals in Canada looking to
participate in Guyana’s burgeoning economic and social development.
The gala dinner and fundraiser is being hosted by
the Canada Guyana Chamber of Commerce, and
will be held on September 24 at the Hilton Toronto/
Markham Suites Hotel in Markham. It is also a celebration of the CGCC’s second anniversary.
Guyana’s Senior Minister in the Office of the
President with Responsibility for Finance Dr Ashni
Singh, will deliver the gala’s keynote address.
Speaking with Indo-Caribbean World last week,
Fareed Amin, one of the CGCC’s directors, said the
September 24 event was finally getting underway
following its successful December 2020 launch in
Georgetown, Guyana.
Noting the restrictions that were faced due to
Covid-19, Amin said the upcoming gala is now
finally being held to get interested parties to meet
each other, and for networking opportunities to take
place with government officials and the Guyanese
diaspora.
Ashni
“The Covid-19 pandemic restricted promotion,”
he said, adding that up to now, the CGCC’s events have all been virtual.
However, Amin noted that the plan with September’s in-person event is to
now forge ahead “to create awareness about opportunities” that are emerging
across Guyana’s economic landscape.
Said Amin: “Guyana is fast growing, not only in oil and gas, but in other
industries, such as in mining and agriculture.”
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He also noted there were “a lot of synergies between Guyana and Canada”,
and that the CGCC is positioned via its wide-ranging membership to offer
expertise, guidance, and skillsets for the mutual benefit of both nations.
As the CGCC notes, part of its mandate is focused on being a business
advisory body to governments on bi-lateral matters
related to trade and investment in both Guyana and
Canada.
It adds that its membership has access to a wide
network of entrepreneurs and decision-makers to
help create and facilitate business opportunities.
Among the CGCC’s members are its chairperson,
Anand Beharry, who is Chairman of the Beharry
Group Conglomerate that includes: Edward Beharry
& Company Limited; Sterling Products Limited;
Guyana Bank for Trade and Industry Limited;
Guyana Americas Merchant Bank Inc; and NALICO/
NAFICO.
CGCC’s co-Chair is Winston Kassim, the
President of Winston Kassim Consulting. He is also
Chair of Global Monitoring for the International
Development and Relief Foundation, and a retired
Royal Bank Executive. Kassim is a recipient of the
Order of Canada, and the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Singh
Medal for Global Volunteerism.
Among the CGCC’s directors is Caron Hawco, who is President of the Caron
Hawco Group, a consultancy focused on business development, communication, commercialisation, and international trade. She is also former Chair of
the Newfoundland and Labrador Oil & Gas Industry Association. Hawco has
provided strategic advice for more than two decades to corporate and industry
See Page 10: CGCC holds
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$989,700

$869,700

Don’t Miss Out!

It’s a Masterpiece!

Spacious, solid and brick! This home is located on
a quiet street among custom-built homes. Features
hardwood floor under the carpet, newer windows,
roof and garage door! It’s a supersized split-level
with a huge crawl space for extra storage.

Come see this lovely home with a double car
garage w/internal access to w/o bsmt. Features
include 3 bdrms + den on the upper level, w/o
bsmt apt (easy to retrofit), and many more. Home
is nicely updated with modern front door, potlights,
Lorex security cameras, motion detection outside
lighting, and a new deck.

$899,000

O

Come see this lovely unit with a view! Features an
upgraded washroom, large open balcony, spacious
kitchen, open concept living and dining room, and
ensuite laundry! Close to amenities, transit lines,
and schools!
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Investor’s Dream

LD

$379,000

$797,500

Legal Duplex!

Full legal duplex on lge lot w/ tall trees. Has 2 selfcontain. units w/2 furn., 2 hot wtr tanks, 2 laund.,
2 meters, 2 electrical panels, 2 sep garages w/
parking for 6 vehicles. Upper unit sprawls with tall
ceilings, lrge winds., 4 bdrms, 2 baths. 2nd unit
self-contained w/3 bdms, w/room & ext. lge winds.
Live in one, rent other: let other guy pay mortgage!

Impressive townhome located in a small fenced
area with visitor parking. This home has been
recently renovated with LED lights, sparkling
laminate floors, new rails with cast iron spindles,
an updated kitchen & a finished basement. The
rear yard is fenced for your personal use. Recently
painted & professionally cleaned. Move in ready!
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$1,419,500

Don’t miss out on amaz. home on spacious corner
lot. Main flr opn cncpt. design, quartz ktcn count.,
eng. hrdwd flrs & 9’ ceilings. Plush warm carpet on
upper fls & lam. in bsmt. App 4k sq ft finish. space.
Has impress. built porch w/ glass railings, accented
with double French drs & cust. built storage shed.

Gorgeous semi-detatched in fantastic Brampton
neighbourhood! Beautiful home boasts 4 bdrms!
Fall in love with the spacious open concept, finished
huge rec room in the basement & lovely laminate
thruout. Sit outside on the upstairs balcony from
convenience of your bedroom. Don’t wait!

$950,000

Prime Location!

Smart! Smooth! Spectacular!

A Rare Find
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$849,000
Investor’s Dream!
Don’t miss amazing opportunity! Raised bungalow
in a prime Toronto location boasts a w/i & w/o
basement! Can easily convert into legal 2 family
home. Features two impressively large kitchens,
open balcony off liv & din rooms, private b/yard &
spacious interior. Brims with possibilities!
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Trinidad & Tobago cricketers listen to the versatile
pannist Panman Pat McNeilly perform the Canadian
national anthem

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario

Panman Pat McNeilly does the honours performing
the national anthems on the steelpan to start off the
Diamond Jubilee cricket match

Celebrations for T&T’s 60th continue in TO

(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

Toronto – The series of events now underway by Trinidad
and Tobago’s Canadian diaspora to commemorate the homeland’s 60th anniversary of Independence saw an exciting
Diamond Jubilee cricket match taking place last Saturday.
The game was played between Jamaica, which is also celebrating its 60th anniversary of Independence, and Trinidad and
Tobago. It took place at Andrew McCandless Park in Brampton.
There was excitement both on and off the field, with live
entertainment, prizes, giveaways, and great food accompanying
the occasional appeal for a wicket, and glorious drives to the
boundary by the talented lineup of Caribbean batters.
And true to the Caribbean’s resilient nature, the rain did not
dampen the festivities, despite there being no official result.
Among the officials attending the event was Brampton’s
Mayor Patrick Brown, who threw the first pitch, or in the language of cricket, bowled the first ball down the wicket to start
off the Diamond Jubilee match.
Next in the exciting lineup of celebratory events is the
upcoming weekend-long party, which takes place at Yonge &
Dundas Square on August 27 from 3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., and
the next day, August 28, from 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
The two-day extravaganza will showcase the best of Trinidad
and Tobago’s cultural offerings, and bring the twin-island
republic’s diaspora, and Torontonians together for what is being
described as the party of the summer.
And in another event aimed at keeping the excitement
flowing, Niagara Falls will light up with Trinidad and Tobago’s

SmileVille Dental

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

Members from Jamaica’s team listen to Panman
Pat’s rendition of Canada’s national anthem. Screen
capture photos by Russell Lutchman.
national colours of red, white, and black, on the evening of
August 31.
Trinidad and Tobago became Independent on August 31,
1962.
More information on the anniversary celebrations is available
on the Consulate’s Facebook page.
The Consulate General of the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago in Toronto has been working in conjunction with
Tourism Trinidad Limited, and the Tobago Tourism Agency Ltd
to celebrate this historic milestone.

Guyana consular services by appointment only
Toronto – The Consulate General of the Co-operative
Republic of Guyana in Toronto last week indicated it is now
open for in-person consular services by appointments only,
which started on Monday.
As the Consulate noted in
a release, appointments are
available from Mondays to
Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., and can be made via
the “Book an Appointment”
tab on the Consulate’s website
here, or by or calling 416-4946040, 416-494-6059, or 416-4942679 between 9:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Mondays to Thursdays, and
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
Fridays.
Appointments can also be booked by direct messaging @
GuyanaConsulateToronto on Facebook or Instagram, or emailing info@guyanaconsulate.com.

Guyana Christian Charities fundraiser

Toronto – The Guyana Christian Charities (Canada) Inc will
hold an Autumn Dance on September 10, from 7:30 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. at the Chestnut Hill Developments Recreation Complex,
1867 Valley Farm Road (between Liverpool & Brock Road,
south of Highway 2.
Music will be performed by the band, Triple Play, with D.J.
Tee Cee. Admission is $30 per person, and food will be available on sale.
For tickets, contact Winston Gitten, 416-771-2064; Dennis
Choy, 905-839-0434; Dexter Gonsalves, 905-428-3883; Mike
Gonsalves, 416-420-0565; Pam Da Silva, 647-774-1805; or
email gcccaninc@gmail.com.
The Guyana Christian Charities (Canada) Inc is a not-forprofit organisation assisting many charities in Guyana. Proceeds
help the sick and needy.
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Persons booking appointments must provide their full name
and contact information.
The Consulate will not accommodate persons visiting the
office without an appointment,
the release indicated.
It also stated that visitors
with appointments who arrive
early are required to wait in
the parking lot, or outside the
building to avoid crowding the
building’s corridors or its common spaces.
Also, the Consulate will continue to conduct virtual interviews for the notarisation of life
certificates for pensioners, and
applications for new passports,
for those who may be unable to, or do not wish to visit the office.
It will also continue to accept mail-in applications for birth,
marriage, and death certificates.
Following the video call, pensioners are required to mail
in their life certificate form along with a return envelope, the
release stated.
While passport applicants will be required to mail in all listed
requirements on the Consulate’s official website, additionally, applicants will also be required to mail in a prepaid, selfaddressed return express/courier service envelope when mailing
in applications for the new passport.
The new passport and documents will be returned to the
applicant via the prepaid, self-addressed return express/courier
service envelope. Payment of application fees are to be made
by money order payable to the “Consulate General of Guyana”.
Valid government-issued photo identification (Citizenship
cards, or any outdated forms of ID will not be accepted) when
conducting any business with the Consulate. Also, for Power of
Attorneys, health cards are not acceptable as a second piece of
photo identification.

VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Denyse Thomasos. Metropolis, 2007. Denyse Thomasos Estate and Olga Korper
Gallery. Supplied photo AGO

Denyse Thomasos’ paintings on exhibit at the AGO
Toronto – A first major retrospective of late
Trinidadian-Canadian artist Denyse Thomasos
will be exhibited this fall at the Art Gallery of
Ontario starting October 5.
Thomasos is one of the finest painters
to emerge in the 1990s. She had a singular
style that employed abstraction as a means to
explore contemporary issues of race, the architecture of confinement, our complex relationships to space and place, and the environment.
The display is curated by Renée van der
Avoird, Assistant Curator, Canadian Art, AGO;
Sally Frater, Curator of Contemporary Art, Art
Gallery of Guelph; and Michelle Jacques, Head
of Exhibitions and Collections/Chief Curator,
Remai Modern, Saskatoon. Denyse Thomasos:
just beyond is co-organised by the AGO and
Remai Modern, Saskatoon.
Born in Trinidad and raised in Toronto,
Thomasos (1964-2012) left an indelible mark
on contemporary painting. When most paint-

ers of her generation were forsaking abstract
language, she embraced it.
Through pattern, scale, and repetition she
conveys the vastness of events – such as the
transatlantic slave trade – without exploiting
the images of those who were most affected.
Since the 1990s, the AGO has maintained a
sustained critical engagement with Thomasos’
work. The exhibition highlights not only
numerous AGO acquisitions, but research
gleaned from an academic symposium organised by the AGO in 2021 that helped re-ignite
current interest in Thomasos’ work and propel
her to the 2022 Whitney Biennial.
Featuring loans from museums and private
collections in Toronto, Montreal, and New
York City, curators worked closely with the artist’s family and gallerist, Olga Korper Gallery,
to include rarely seen sketches, photographs,
and documentary footage of Thomasos working in her studio.
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OPP discriminated against
migrant workers — HRTO
Toronto – The Human Rights Tribunal of for Migrant Workers’ Chris Ramsaroop
Ontario on August 15 found that the Ontario observed it was a “significant victory by a
Provincial Police discriminated based on race, group of courageous workers whose strength
colour and place of origin when it conducted in numbers, and a burning desire for change,
a DNA sweep of migrant workers in a sexual led to [the August 15] victory”.
assault investigation in Elgin County, Ontario
He added, “These workers fought, and will
in 2013.
continue to fight to end criminalisation and
Logan v Ontario (OPP) was the lead case in racist police practices. This isn’t about a few
a series of 54 applications brought by migrant bad apples though; the entire system is rotten
workers relating to the DNA sweep. The OHRC to its core.”
was an intervenor in the proceeding, supportAccording to a Justice for Migrant Workers’
ing the migrant workers.
release, damages in the amount of $7,500
In its decision, the HRTO held that race, were ordered by the HRTO to be paid to Leon
colour, and place of origin were factors in the Logan. It noted that the parties also reached an
OPP’s conduct, contrary to Section 1 of the agreement that will provide a pathway for the
Ontario Human Rights Code.
remaining 53 applicants to receive the same
The HRTO noted in particular that the OPP award granted to Logan. It means a potential
sought and collected DNA
aggregate damages’ award of
from all migrant workers,
$405,000, the release stated.
regardless of whether they
Additionally, the subsemet the victim’s descripquent hearing to address
tion, or had an alibi, and
public interest remedies,
that the OPP failed to
yet to be scheduled, will see
adequately ensure that vulapplicants seeking an order
nerable workers were able
to have their DNA samples
to provide voluntary and
destroyed. The applicants
informed consent to the
will also be seeking to have
DNA collection.
the OPP develop a policy
The HRTO’s decision
that ensures DNA sweeps
also recognised the broadare compliant with the
er discrimination faced by
Human Rights Code, Justice
migrant workers, and their
for Migrant Workers noted.
precarious position workCommenting on the
ing under the Seasonal
HRTO’s decision, Shane
Leon Logan
Agricultural
Worker
Martinez, the lawyer that
Program, all within the larger context of anti- represented the 54 migrant farmworkers, said:
Black racism in society.
“While this decision represents a landmark
Its decision relied in part on the OHRC’s victory, it also reminds us of the significant
Policy on eliminating racial profiling in law work that remains to be done to understand
enforcement, noting that the OPP’s disregard and combat anti-Black racism and its impact
of other aspects of the victim’s description in on migrant farmworkers across Canada.”
favour of race, also “raises concerns of racial
Martinez added, “The oppression and
profiling under the OHRC policy”.
exploitation endured by tens of thousands of
Said OHRC Chief Commissioner Patricia racialised migrant farmworkers in this country
DeGuire: “Migrant workers are among the are a shameful part of both Canadian history
most vulnerable workers in Ontario, and we and our present-day reality.”
must continue to offer them the protections
Justice for Migrant Workers is a volunteerthat all workers and community members run political non-profit collective that is comare entitled to. The OHRC is pleased with the prised of labour activists, educators, researchresult because of the historical challenges of ers, students, and youth of colour. The organestablishing race-based cases.”
isation is based in Toronto and Vancouver, and
The hearing was split into two parts, with strives to promote the rights of migrant farmthe next step being an evidentiary and legal workers who are participating in the Canadian
hearing on appropriate non-monetary and Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program and
public interest remedies.
the Low Skilled Workers Program, and farm
Responding to the HRTO’s decision, Justice workers without status.

Del Duca at a campaign stop during the June provincial elections

Del Duca running for Vaughan mayor
Vaughan – Former Ontario Liberal leader
Steven Del Duca last week announced he
would be running in the race for Vaughan
mayor in the October 24 municipal election.
In making the announcement, Del Duca
said his campaign will focus on Vaughan’s traffic gridlock, where he has been living for the
past 35 years.
Said Del Duca: “Vaughan has experienced
explosive population growth over the years,
and it has been hard for our transportation
network to keep up. The result is obvious and
brutal – more of our residents are stuck in traffic every single day – wasting their precious
time, while both our economy and our environment suffer.”
Del Duca was named Liberal leader in 2020.
However, he resigned in June following the
provincial elections’ defeat. The Liberals won
eight seats, and did not secure official party
status for a second consecutive time. He also
lost his riding of Vaughan-Woodbridge.
Following his June resignation, Del Duca
said he had taken the time to reflect on his

future, along with considering how best to
continue serving the community.
“I believe passionately in public service, and
I feel that I have a responsibility to give back. I
am running for mayor, and humbly asking for
support to continue providing Vaughan residents with stable, thoughtful, and progressive
leadership at city hall,” he said.
He has served as the province’s transportation and economic development minister.
Outgoing Vaughan Mayor Maurizio
Bevilacqua announced last June he would not
seek another term in office, having been at the
helm for over a decade.
Del Duca has worked closely with
Bevilacqua, noting, “We’ve had exceptional leadership over the past 12 years from...
Bevilacqua, a dear friend of mine, and I want
to carry on with that tradition to keep building,
in particular to make sure that our transportation network keeps up with the growth because
traffic gridlock is a brutal, brutal problem right
now here in the city of Vaughan, and that’s
what I want to focus on.”

Bhumi praises Inflation Reduction Act

T

he Hindu-based environmental organisation Bhumi Global last week praised
the passage of the Inflation Reduction
Act by the US Congress, saying it is a down
payment on America’s fight against climate
change.
The bill adds nearly (US) $400 billion in
new climate and environmental spending, and
would reduce carbon emissions by 40 percent
below 2005 levels over the next eight years.
Said Bhumi Co-founder and Director
Gopal Patel: “This law is significant because
it commits the US to moving away from fossil fuels and giving ordinary Americans more
clean energy options. It’s a game changer that
could make the green economy the norm in
America.”
Simone Jhingoor, Advisory Council
Member at Bhumi Global and co-director of
Jahajee Sisters said the passage of the act was
“an important start to addressing the deep seated concerns that many marginalised communities of colour in the US are grappling with”.
Said Jhingoor: “Climate change affects all of
us, but it disproportionately harms communities of colour, who are most vulnerable due to

systemic racism linked to economic injustice.”
She noted this was observable in the work
being done in NYC with the Indo-Caribbean
community, and recalled the severe flash
flooding that took place there last fall following
extremely torrential rainfall from the remnants
of Hurricane Ida.
“Several families lost their lives as they
drowned in their basement apartments, their
only option for affordable housing, rented illegally from community owners of one-family
homes, who also need the rent to pay their
mortgage,” she said.
Jhingoor added, “I applaud the passage of
this bill, which will move us closer to tackling
climate change, and the harsh reality that its
consequences will continue to hit marginalised
communities of colour the hardest.”
Bhumi Global will work over the next few
weeks and months to explain the law to various
stakeholders, and the ways it can benefit community members, temples, and other organisations.
To learn more about and to support Bhumi
Global’s work, subscribe to its newsletter; or
visit its website.
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Editorials

A

Welcome healing

ugust 15th was the 75th anniversary of independent
India, which the British had divided into Muslim
Pakistan, and Hindu India, the latter labelled socialist
and secular, with stated rights for minority religions, but not for
the majority Hinduism, which had developed politically and
culturally for over ten millennia. Release from Britain did not
free poor or weak Hindus; since the freedom to
proselytise gave Christian and Muslim evangelists
the power to force conversion.
Christians developed the Joshua project,
while Muslims came under terrorist organisations trained by Pakistan’s ISI and CIA, later
empowered by heavily-funded Wahhabism, a fundamentalist
interpretation of Islam, rejected by all Muslims then (18th-19
th Century) except the Saudi tribe of Riyadh. As the country’s
wealth increased in the last five decades, under US protection,
Wahhabism was exported worldwide, even to ex-colonies with
few Muslims.
Wahhabism is aggressive and intolerant; any criticism, even a
quotation from Islamic scripture, becomes a cause for a fatwa,
with killing as in the recent beheading of a tailor in India,
far from the scene of Nupur Sharma’s reference to prophet
Mohamed’s marriage to Aisha, while the tailor’s two killers videotaped the event and threatened to do the same to the Prime
Minister!
Why are Muslims not similarly pilloried for insulting Hindu
deities, for example, the desecrators of Hindu shrines? The
painter who rendered Hindu goddesses as nude was given
instant Qatar citizenship, a rare award! Hindus are not safe
in their own country; a third has already been seized by nonHindu elements that continue to nibble it away. None seems
concerned that Hindus have nowhere else to go. They have
never invaded anyone in the name of Dharma, while Islam has
seized Hindu territory, massive amounts of it.
Hinduism is under global attack. In 2000, the Pope, while
visiting India, declared that the year of conversion of Hindus;
such discourtesy would be condemned, but not on Hinduphobic
Earth, not even in India by Indians! In the diaspora pockets of
Dharmic faithful protest, but the powerhouses of press, radio,
social media, TV and movies hardly know they exist. At last
week’s anniversary celebration, India’s PM Narendra Modi
painted an optimistic picture of India’s future that included 200
million Muslims. Muslims react with bullets, not thanks. What

W

hether axiomatic or both maxims, two wellknown “sayings” from Trinidad and Tobago
reflect the welcome healing that is now evident
between the governments of the twin-island republic and
Guyana.
As the “sayings” go, “One hand cannot clap”; with the
other being, “After one time, there is another time”.
As noted in this space in our April 6, 2022 edition, “Time to get along”, we lamented the widening
divide that was developing between Port-of-Spain and
Georgetown. Decrying the undiplomatic, cross-border
tit-for-tat between administrations, we invoked our diasporic voice to point out how living abroad in the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area has cemented us together as a
Caribbean people.
As our Editorial concluded, “[We] get along in many
different ways”; noting, “Our leaders [in the Caribbean]
can do better; it is time to heal the divide”.
Fast-forward from April to August, and it was refreshing last week to note the warm welcome that Guyana’s
President, Dr Irfaan Ali, received at the Piarco International
Airport upon arrival for an official five-day State visit.
Undoubtedly, Guyana’s stocks have surged in the last
year in tandem with its burgeoning oil and gas wealth,
even as the government of Trinidad and Tobago has inexplicably shut down its oil refinery. It appears the hand that
is decades of Trinidad and Tobago’s expertise with oil and
gas now needs Guyana’s incipient petroleum industry’s
hand to clap.
We note too the official pomp that Ali was greeted with
upon arrival in Port-of-Spain last week: the red carpet,
inspection of a Guard of Honor, and a 21-gun salute.
Undoubtedly, there are many among us, some still with
rancour, who recall a time when Guyanese nationals were
not courteously received by immigration authorities at
Piarco International airport.
However, after one time, there is another time.
Last week Ali truthfully, and realistically, referenced
the challenges being faced between Guyana and Trinidad
and Tobago, stating, “The relationship is based on respect,
trust, and love. We are very culturally connected to each
other. We are both very passionate people”. However, he
did cite immigration and trade barriers as challenges.
But as a statesman and as an emerging Caribbean leader,
Ali remained positive and optimistic, saying, “Things are
fixable. And what we have to do is fix it. What I can say
to you is that there is a clear commitment to fixing these
things”.
We applaud (using both hands) the start of this welcome healing; also, as a thriving diaspora abroad, we look
forward to that “another time” as “respect, trust, and love”
grow between both nations.

regard there is goes to Hindu talent and expertise, not their religion. Many, including Indians, still believe in the British version
of Indian history, not the facts.
In the Diaspora, Indians contribute hugely, but Hinduphobia
flourishes, mostly by immorality, distortion, and lies. First the
errors are published, then corrections, if acknowledged, or by
legal order, buried in some insignificant place
or time. In India even the courts weigh heavMohan
ily against Hindus and disrespect the Bharatiya
Ragbeer Janata Party, rarely calling on Muslims for the
same display of tolerance and morality they
demand of Hindus.
In ex-colonies where Indians share the land with other races,
mainly Blacks, a sequel of British colonialism, they invariably
play second fiddle to the other dominant, who get away with the
wildest accusations, worse since the rise of Black Lives Matter,
and the explosion of pro-Black images on all media.
In Guyana, where Indians outnumber Blacks, the fearless
publisher of Kaieteur News, Glenn Lall, an Indian, recently
commented on a severe case of assault and battery of a young
Indian couple by Black youths, on a public highway, with an
armed policeman present, he correctly interpreted the hate and
brutality of the unprovoked attack, but could not name the races
involved.
Here’s what he wrote: “... Around the vehicle and motorbike
were a number of Guyanese, mainly youths. I saw a young man
being attacked and kicked in strikes capable of decapitating.
He was knocked cold, and crumpled in motionless heap on
the road. A young lady I presume to be with him and standing
beside the vehicle is next attacked and beaten mercilessly... Both
knocked out male and pounded female appeared to be members
of one of Guyana’s larger demographic subsets [my italics]. Their
attackers of another of the two major segments. A man in the uniform of a security guard armed with what Guyanese call a ‘long
gun’ tried vainly to intervene... He retreated helplessly, with his
long gun now pointed in the air, a spectator to the brutalities. He
was of the same demographic as the attackers. This is the sum of
the 30-second nightmare of Guyana.”
This coincided with the knifing of Salman Rushdie in New
York. Has any Guyanese questioned President Irfaan Ali’s
kowtowing to the Organisation of Islamic Countries? Guyana
is NOT Islamic. (Reference India: Under Seige, The Enemy
Within, A Concise History, M.S. Ragbeer).

Now we must take back that time of self-sufficiency

I

Unity of purpose

W

e applaud the rallying call that went out from
Caricom leaders last week for all relevant
stakeholders to get on board with the critical,
regional push to reduce its billion dollar food import bill by
25 percent by the year 2025.
The call from the top echleon of Caribbean leadership
was made during the Agri Investment Forum and Expo II,
which concluded on Sunday in Trinidad and Tobago.
Notably, what is also inherent in the call for selfsufficiency is a welcome unity of purpose by Barbados’
Prime Minister Mia Mottley, Guyana’s President Irfaan
Ali, Suriname’s President Chandrikapersad Santokhi, and
Trinidad and Tobago’s Prime Minister Keith Rowley.
As we know in the diaspora, the other unity of purpose
that holds the Caribbean together is its cricket team.
Today, the emerging federation of leaders’ voices issuing
the warning for the Caribbean to re-engineer self-sustenance in the gathering storm of overlapping global turbulences is more than a call for the region to again feed itself.
It is also a call to the region, and its diaspora, to work
together as a team, a precedent already set with cricket.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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Hindus under fire

wonder what my dear grandmother would say were she
still bustling on this earth, and had I accosted her back in
the homeland with the news of today, informing her that a
major exposition had just been completed by Caribbean leaders
that would hopefully impact our lifestyles for the better, in what
is now a turbulent and unpredictable world.
I would have told her, among other things,
Romeo
that Caribbean leaders were again talking about
Kaseram
working together and pooling resources to enable
self-sufficiency and regional connectivity, which
in turn would hopefully see a more secure road
being taken towards food acquisition, and other things, which
would better living conditions in our homelands.
Of course, the irony inherent in my imaginative re-incarnation of my grandmother’s impatient and tightly-focused persona is that I would have likely interrupted her on the way out
of the house as she headed to her garden.
She would be bustling off to this cultivated space, which
was her second job, with a burst of late-day energy, having
laboured all day in what were then quite oppressive cane fields.
Yet despite her fatigue from cutting and piling “tasks” of sugar
canes, the evening trek remained a non-negotiable part of her
daily routine, including weekends, which was a hustling walk of
under a kilometre in the hot sun to get to her thriving garden.
My grandmother was quite petite; however, she moved along
at a hastening clip, so fast that two of her quick-march footsteps
forward easily outpaced the one that I barely made with the
extended reach of my thin-boned, boyhood legs.
Looking back now, I recall performing short bursts of microjogs just to keep up with my grandmother’s driven pace.
But perhaps she would have rested for a minute or two to
respectfully hear me out, noting the hopeful, eternal idealism in
my eyes. It would have been one of those infrequent and quiet
moments when her interminably humming wings came to rest.
Putting down the weightiness of garden tools carried in an
iron bucket, and leaning the tall handle of the hoe against one
of our adobe walls, she would have heard me out, even as she
examined her trusted ‘gilpin’, also known as her cutlass, but
more fondly called a “poignard”, rasping a work-thickened and
callused thumb along its silver lining as she searched for sawtoothed notches on its razor-sharp, cutting edge.
But she would not have been patient for too long, her entire
body tense with the drawn-back, arrested elasticity of a catapult.

As I gathered my thoughts for organised, erudite delivery,
Ma would have interrupted its flow, saying, “Ah chat! Look here,
child: you holding me back. Make haste!”
So was it when we walked; and so it was when we talked!
She would then squint west, mentally noting the remnants of
the day in an erosion of hours, while marking the
position of the descending sun for its tropical predictability. At the same time, she tapped an impatient foot with the knowledge that the sun never
lingered, but always disappeared behind a line of
coconut trees, there to sink and be extinguished
in a sizzling blaze of oranges and reds in the Caribbean Sea.
“It is good that they are talking,” Ma would have replied succinctly to my news du jour about the political thrust for more
national interventions down and across the Caribbean archipelago for food security, self-sufficiency, and regional cooperation
against the depradations of climate change.
However, she would have added, with a nod to the sun’s finish line of coconut trees, “But I have to reach my garden. It have
plenty weeding for me to do; and plenty grass for you to pick
up and bundle.”
No doubt it was a more organic lifestyle for us during my
boyhood. It was also a time of back-breaking hard work, with
the sun searing the back of necks, singeing the top of heads, and
blazing down on the back of shirts, that it was no wonder clothing and hair did not spontaneously burst into flames.
It was also a time when, as the leaders in the Caribbean are
saying today, without acknowledging their statements are politicised iterations of the very lives we lived back then, that, “We
grew what we ate; and we ate what we grew”.
I recall to arrive at our garden was to witness an uplifting of
wings from a maze of maize, the flapping accompanying the
amazed and annoyed flock of parrots interrupted from feeding
on young ears of corn.
“Shooo! Shooo! Shooo!”, I yelled, vainly flapping my earthweighted arms in an attempt to fly as I hurtled into the field,
even as the cussing parrots lifted effortlessly off from upside
down perches on swaying stalks of corn.
“Let them eat the corn too,” Ma said. “There is plenty. We
grow enough for them and for us.”
Ma always returned home in the dusk-dark with a crowd of
vegetables in her bucket. Were she still here, I know she would
ask why did we allow that time of self-sufficiency to slip away.
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Care needed with handouts, expectations from oil wealth
Dear Editor,
Some civil society groups and individuals have been asserting, with uncontrollable zest, that Guyana would become
another economic miracle, as Abu Dhabi or Singapore, with the
advent of its new petroleum sector.
And clichés are literally spreading like wildfire, so that some
Guyanese now speak loftily about “their journey to prosperity”,
“no one would be left behind”, “there could be no better time
than now to live in Guyana”; while others say “the per capita
GDP of (US) $7,000 would double in three years’ time”, “Guyana
will record the highest growth rate in the world in 2022”, and
“Guyana would become the richest country in the Caribbean
and Latin America”.
Nothing is wrong in expressing such strong feelings, but
restraint must tame one’s exuberance. To say that Guyana would
have a growth rate of 58.7 percent in 2022 is a quantitative
statement that obscures the existing qualitative conditions. For
example, how does a growth rate of 58.7 percent translate into
alleviating poverty, the 30 percent level of which would not be
reduced significantly in the short term?
However, with several government and private sector projects, like job creation, housing starts, education, quality healthcare, agri-diversification and expansion, being put in place
covering all ten administrative regions, Guyana could, within
three to four years, reduce the poverty level by 50 percent, or
even more.
But the notion that Guyana is flooded with oil money is misleading, and this has the unintended consequence of creating
exaggerated expectations, which could feed into frustration and
anger. The data indicate that oil wealth so far has only tangentially touched Guyanese. It is trickling down, and would begin
to flow in 2025.
Currently, of the total amount of (US) $1.244 billion in profit
oil (from December 2019 to date) received by Guyana, a sum of
(US) $607.45 million has been approved by Parliament for 2022
budget support.
Assuming that this full amount has been withdrawn during
2022, the uncommitted balance in the NRF as of today would be
(US) $637.277 million. By year end, when Guyana would have

received the five remaining lifts, the total amount of profit oil in
the NRF balance is projected at (US) $1.012 billion, assuming
(US) $75 per barrel for the next five lifts in 2022.
When Payara and Yellowtail projects are brought into production in 2024-2025, Guyana’s share of profit oil-royalties
could reach an average of (US) $5 billion per year in the current
decade, assuming production of 810,000 bpd and a price of (US)
$60 per barrel, according to Financial Analyst J.C. Bhagwandin.
When the other economically viable oil blocks, like Orinduik,
Kanuku, and Corentyne, are put into production, then profit oil
would expand appreciably.
However, a major challenge for the government is to keep in
check the growing expectations. The focus here is not over the
concerns of a lopsided contract (that has been well-documented), but on how observers-critics-groups view and articulate the

T&T govt must iron out this unwholesome ban

Dear Editor,
cally collecting metal debris. It is a given that the industry is
I must concede that I could not reconcile the deep-seated a source of environmental relief, as many green spaces have
stupidity and sheer desperate malice of the Trinidad and Tobago been restored with the removal of unsightly metals, which were
Cabinet to shut down the entire scrap iron industry.
thereafter legitimately monetised.
The last time citizens checked, a solution to the problem
What will we do with debris collected in the next six months,
of copper theft, vandalism and hooliganism (national traits), like old AC units, fridges, stoves, galvanise, bed pans, and so
which were on the level of a threat to national security, was on? Do we fill potholes with them, or maybe use them in a
being sought through law
roadblock? Or how about
and order.
if we do what comes natuThat part I agree with,
rally and just throw it in a
since someone could lose
river? Some of us are nasty
a life if unable to call the
citizens, and it is plain to
police or the ambulance
see from the litter on the
because the lines were stoBeetham. Does the regional
len, and moreso, the errant
corporation collect same,
hooligans were just out of
and then they will sell their
control.
heap whenever the industry
If they were going after
re-opens? No, the industry
the Water and Sewerage
has a lot to offer.
Authority and the Trinidad
In doing so, what relief
& Tobago Electricity
has the Cabinet considCommission, then it would
ered for those who may be
not be long before they go
out of a job for at least the
after radio towers in the
next few months or more,
mountains (hint – national
because no one has confisecurity alert!!!).
dence in Attorney General
Protesters burn debris following the scrap iron ban
But, true to form, the
Reginald Armour to regugovernment has thrown the baby out with the bath water.
late an industry in under three months or six months or nine
Let us consider an analogy: the motor vehicle industry is months... or, well, just no confidence in the AG?
plagued by thieves, from fraud to larceny to corruption (hint –
If the answer is none, then Houston, we have a problem.
public officials who flip tax breaks for personal wealth and do The persons who have been deprived of an income are those
not transfer). A motor car theft can be as brass-faced as a car- who had no choice. Moreso, it will create depression among
jacking, and can be as cunning and violent as a home invasion, able-bodied men who feel fulfilled when they expend their
or just like a thief in the night.
labour in the hot sun to pile up a load of iron and get a good
The vehicles that are stolen are used in robberies, in killings, return from it; and I do not mean steal. They may have been
for spare parts, or just to be used as private hire taxis. However, persons with convictions, and cannot work in your home, or in
I do not see the Cabinet banning the importation and sale of the chicken-and-chips place, and certainly would not be in the
motor cars.
Prime Minister’s office filing things, and so it is another door
What is the difference between thieves cutting wires in closing on them.
your face, and those stealing the avocadoes from your tree and
What are they expected to do? Maybe they can sell market
threatening you?
produce at the side of the road, because most markets are
So, why ban scrap iron trade outright? In effect, this will do dying... or dead. Most of these persons, and they are men by and
irreparable harm to the poor who make a living from collecting large, will tell you they have to go back to planting marijuana,
debris from citizens, that is, old cars, appliances (otherwise used poaching, illegal quarrying, and crime – plain and simple.
in blocking the roads), and general waste.
Trinidad and Tobago’s government really knows how to take
So, the bulk of the trade is source of employment for any one den of thieves and convert it into another den of thieves.
unemployed person to link up with a van and go around basiLinda Capildeo, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.
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revenue stream that flows into the national Treasury.
The thought of oil money floating around has been creating
exaggerated expectations by Guyanese, who have begun to show
impatience, and want their years’ long nagging problems fixed
almost immediately.
The parliamentary motion by the Opposition political parties, seeking a handout of (G) $200,000 per quarter per adult, for
example, has not been properly conceived. Even if one assumes
that the existing balance of (US) $637.277 (as of August 15,
2022) in the NR is dedicated to handouts, this works out to (US)
$1,180 per adult. What the motion seeks is a handout of (US)
$3,902 per adult per year, that is three times more than the total
existing balance in the NRF.
The Ghanaian oil expert who visited Guyana to review and
advise on the local content law stated categorically that oil
money should not be given out as handouts. Many observers
share this view, that oil funds would benefit Guyanese not in
the form of handouts, but rather directly and indirectly through
quality education, subsidised housing, jobs, state-of-the-art
healthcare systems, neighbourhood revitalisation, and rescuing
NIS.
As well, human resource development, agriculture expansion
and diversification, development of agro-processing facilities,
improvement in the services sector, public safety, better roadsbridges-airports, hinterland development, and social welfare
systems.
Also, unconditional handouts could empower people, but
only for brief periods. When the funds are exhausted, recipients
might still be in the same place. What is defensible is limited
conditional cash grants for the creation of jobs, business startups, home renovation, housing starts, and education development.
These are what empower people for the rest of their lives, and
not just for fleeting moments. And of vital importance is the
role of work in people’s lives. It is work that gives people a sense
of self-worth or self-esteem. Unconditional handouts produce
the opposite result, and could lead to a culture of dependency.
Guyana must avoid this.
Dr Tara Singh, via email.

William Ruto

Kenya’s voters have spoken

Dear Editor,
Here in Guyana, I have been following with interest the
recent elections in Kenya, which has been declared by the
Chairman of the Elections Commission in favour of William
Ruto, who served as the country’s Vice-President for ten years,
but fell out with President Uhruru Kenyatta, who had backed
Odinga Raila to succeed him.
Odinga got 48.8 percent of the vote while Ruto narrowly
clinched victory with 50.5 percent of the votes. This is a big plus
for Kenyan democracy, especially when seen against past elections’ violence and allegations of voting irregularities. That Ruto
has won over Odinga made the victory all the more significant,
given the latter’s history and ties with the establishment.
President-elect Ruto, in a short address following the declaration of the results, said he wanted to be a president for all
Kenyans. This is a welcome gesture, given Kenya’s history of
disputed elections during which hundreds of lives were lost.
Given the thin margin of victory, and the tense political situation, it is important that some form of political accommodation
be hammered out to allow for political stability.
The good news is that the international situation has changed
in favour of democracy, and it is no longer that easy to get away
with rigged elections, as our own experience in Guyana has
demonstrated. It remains to be seen whether or not the opposition will accept the election results. The Kenyan people have
spoken with their ballots. The will of the electorate must be
respected and be the basis for governance.
Hydar Ally, Guyana, via email.
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Room for improvement, but unfair to accuse Guyana govt of discrimination
Dear Editor,
A recent news item reported that the proPNC union, Guyana Public Service Union, is
accusing the PPP/Civic government of discrimination.
While there are lots of room for improvement in governance, transparency, and
accountability, it seems unfair to accuse the
government of discrimination, especially racial
discrimination.
Many believe that the PPP, at its worst,
will always be better than the PNC at its best.
After 33 years of the PNC, you know that it
will always try to rig. And in my view, Volda
Lawrence’s New Declaration of Sophia, was
the lowest point of the PNC administration,
when she said, “Well I got news for you: the
only friends I got is PNC, so the only people
I could give work to is PNC. And, right now,
I looking for a doctor who can talk Spanish or
Portuguese and ah want one that is PNC”. For
many people the hash tag is #NeverAgain PNC.
Patrick Yarde of the GPSU reportedly told
the media that “amidst spiraling price increases, [the] government has ignored its responsibilities to public servants, while embarking on
costly political excursions, mostly within its
traditional political constituents”.
The union said that the government has
committed public coffers to billions of dollars
in grants, aid, and other financial benefits for
what appears to be carefully chosen segments
of the population, while allowing larger masses
of the population to suffer from the constantly
rising prices.
It would be true to say that all the nationwide cash grants given out, including the
Covid-19 grants, “Because We Care” grants

Residents navigate flood waters in Guyana last year
given out by the Ministry of Education, GOAL to claim there was discrimination.
scholarships, distribution of hampers, awardTruth be told, the PPP government leaders
ing of house lots, and building of roads and – the most diverse cabinet we have ever had
infrastructure projects, have been largely fair, – have gone out into diverse communities in
with minor logistical hiccups.
every region, in a frequency never seen before.
A special two-week tax-free bonus was given They seem to make a special effort to reach
to 9,200 health care workers, who are GPSU out to communities that traditionally have supmembers, even though the GPSU was working ported the Opposition PNC, and whose votes
to undermine the government’s Covid-19 vac- they may never get in an election.
cination programme, including filing a lawsuit.
They have gone to places such as Sophia,
We should not begrudge special grants to Melanie, Buxton, Linden, Bartica, Ruimveldt,
those who are flooded out, and the vulnerable and so on, and promised many goodies, and
group of farmers, fishermen, and sugar work- in a short time have returned to implement
ers who face seasonal unemployment com- projects. The government can speak for itself
pared to public service workers with security of on that.
income and benefits. It would be disingenuous
We probably can make a case that the PPP,
whenever in office, tends to neglect its “votes
farm”, and take them for granted.
We at the Whim-Bloomfield NDC are still
Dear Editor,
ish to expect that youth-focused programmes waiting for all our streets to be paved. They
Although we recognise the many law- alone, however well-designed, will lead to a
abiding and peaceful citizens of Trinidad and more civilised society. There must be recTobago, we cannot ignore the increases in ognition that we are now living in a savage
murder, robberies, and crime in general. The and primitive place, and the entire population
official responses have largely concentrated must be involved. There can be improvements,
on youth guidance. However, I believe that but improvements require willpower, dedicata wider scope is required to focus somewhat ed professionals, public acceptance, time, and
belatedly on the wider population in shaping political maturity.
attitudes for a responsible, law-abiding, and
We can begin by improving behaviour in
caring society.
Parliament with the reintroduction of unaligned
We need to critically examine how people Speakers of the House. Screening committees
are socialised into general attimust look beyond party loyalty
tudes and modes of behavand individual aspirations for
iour in Trinidad and Tobago.
wealth to select people that the
The noted French sociologist
constituents trust. There must
Emile Durkheim posited that
be provision for recall of nonindividuals are socialised by
performers.
the behaviour of a group. If we
The police training curricula
are to improve, then we need
must be reviewed to place more
to critically review the norms
emphasis on dealing with the
of behaviour that pervade in
critical incidents encountered
this country.
by police, transcending legal
Our political leaders often
knowledge and skills. Methods
give the impression they
for improving police attitudes
Pierre Bourdieu
are sworn enemies of those
must go beyond lectures, and
belonging to different camps. There is ver- should include reflective exercises, case studies,
bal abuse, unsubstantiated allegations, and a and supervised internships. Previously trained
general climate of hatred that surrounds their officers and inspectors must be reoriented into
interactions. Complaints by some citizens are a new police culture.
ignored, and are deemed to be political. This
The education system must be reformed to
enmity is nurtured by certain radio hosts.
introduce practical problem-solving and moral
Some police officers believe that their education to shape the conscience. Schools
authority must be reinforced with obscenities should be geared to develop Pierre Bourdieu’s
and provocations when dealing with the pub- cultural capital, introducing all students to avolic, and that they can choose the infractions cational pursuits that include painting, sculptto ignore. We have developed into a thieving ing, woodwork, music, and so on.
society, targeting growing crops, gravel, copGoing beyond high culture, schools should
per wire, trees, and State land. There are daily use engagement strategies to develop empakillings, missing girls, and human trafficking. thy, patriotism with high levels of literacy to
We live in a land where traffic lights are often prepare students to present and defend a point
ignored, and cars play loud music without of view, as well as to be critical consumers of
attracting police intervention.
information.
To add to this hopelessness, citizens feel
If our leaders are serious, after a long time,
neglected as they battle with perennial land we can have a more civilised society, or we can
slippage, severely potholed roads, and with continue to cower in fear.
dismissive responses from the elected leaders.
David Subran, Trinidad and Tobago, via
In such a scenario, it will be extremely fool- email.

What T&T needs for a utopian society
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like to do what some might call “appeasement”
projects in Opposition strongholds, while their
supporters’ communities, especially in the
rural areas, languish for better roads, bridges,
trenches to be dug, flood abatement, better
schools, Internet access, healthcare, and so on.
Although the PNC has supported the call
to add “Indian” to Arrival Day, the PPP has
refused to do it.
The PPP has refused to give national awards
in its two years since being elected in 2020.
It has failed to make additional new awards
of Senior Counsels.
It has refused to keep its promise to give
“Guardians of Democracy” awards as it promised in a special nationally televised address to
the nation. Many of these awards would have
gone to some of its supporters.
The PNC unions and the PNC itself may do
well if it utilises the “James Bond” approach of
constructive engagement with government to
secure benefits for their constituencies.
Some PNC detractors in the Brooklyn diaspora are spreading poisonous propaganda
about discrimination. It is most regrettable
that people such as US Congressman Hakeem
Jeffries is apparently acting on such misrepresentation of facts.
Jeffries may have crossed that line, and is
in the zone of meddling in the internal affairs
of a sovereign nation. His constituency is in
Brooklyn, not Guyana!
If the GPSU, the other PNC unions, and
the PNC itself will commit to giving full support to the government to renegotiate the bad
oil contracts, then we will get more money to
do all the income enhancement measures for
workers and infrastructural projects we need
across Guyana.
Will the GPSU and PNC support renegotiation?
Dr Jerry Jailall, Guyana, via email.

GUYANA

Can Guyana emerge as a hotbed for financial & related crimes?

A

s Guyana’s economy steams ahead on
the back of its burgeoning oil sector
buoyed by a flood of foreign investments, the potential is rising for an increase
in financial and related crimes in areas such as
money laundering, corruption, narcotics and human
trafficking, illegal logging,
and illicit gold trading.
While the country has
adequate laws to prevent
financial crimes, it lacks
the resources to enforce its
laws, and in some cases, the political will to
follow through on prosecuting alleged criminals. And in some cases, allegations of wilful
blindness persist, enabling criminal behaviour
to flourish under the watchful eyes of the regulatory infrastructure.
For instance, the Transparency Institute
Guyana Inc noted last year that the history of
petroleum licensing and contracting transactions in Guyana presents extraordinary exposure to corruption.
It explained that the theft of resources of
astronomical value can occur in as simple a
way as the deliberate failure to enforce a law
where such a law exists, or where it is deliberately misinterpreted in favour of private financial interests, adding that “since the benefit of
such an action is conferred upon the private
interests as a benefit in kind, it is easy in its
conceptualisation, as it is difficult to trace”.
The same analogy can be applied to the
dramatic increase in the issuance of procurement contracts that have come under a deluge
of questions.
It would seem that a lot of questionable
issues are swept under the rug because development activities are continuing at a dizzying
pace in the country. Incidentally, the World
Bank forecasts that Guyana’s economy will
grow by a staggering 49.7 percent this year,
making it the fastest growing economy in the
world.
Economic growth, combined with opportunities offered by the oil and a range of other
sectors – such as real estate sales and development, manufacturing, agro-processing, hotels
and tourism, mining, and tertiary oil industries
– have resulted in the country benefitting from
(US) $1.8 billion in Foreign Direct Investments
in 2000, up from $1.7 billion in the previous year – according to UNCTAD’s World
Investment Report (2020).
This is in addition to private investment
flows, as well as those that bypass the formal banking system, which are typically not
recorded in official statistics.
The risk of an increase in financial crimes
arises from the country’s large informal economy, which facilitates criminal activities having a close nexus with narcotics and human
trafficking, illegal logging, and the illicit gold
trade, states the US Bureau of International
Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, Volume
2, published on March 1, 2022.
In addition, the report states that “loosely
regulated currency exchange houses, casinos,
and dealers in precious metals and stones pose
risks to Guyana’s Anti-money Laundering/
Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML/
CFT) regime”.
Other sectoral vulnerabilities, states the
report, include the banking industry and
unregulated attorneys, accountants, real estate
agents, used car dealers, and charities.
It was noted that while Guyana has laws
to tackle money laundering, “the government
devotes minimal resources to enforcing existing laws”, adding that “a lack of technical
expertise constrains the government’s ability to
successfully investigate and prosecute financial
crimes”.
Historically, the primary sources of laundered funds have been narcotics trafficking and real estate fraud. However, common
money laundering typologies include use of
money transfer agencies to move illicit funds,

large cash deposits using forged agreements of
sale for non-existent precious minerals, crossborder transport of concealed precious metals
to avoid payment of the relevant taxes and
duties, and wire transfer fraud using compromised email accounts.
More recently, suspected illegal funds have been
Dwarka
transferred via international
Lakhan
financial institutions under
the guise of making purchases for Covid-19 medical
supplies, states the INCSR.
In 2017, Guyana was blacklisted by both the
US and UK for having inadequate AML/CFT
controls.
Since
then, the country has put measures in place to
regain its place in
the international
financial network.
In June 2021, the
government completed its second
National
Risk
Assessment, but
the results have
not yet been published. The first
NRA was completed in 2017,
when the country
was blacklisted by
the US and the UK.
The 2021 NRA focused on money laundering threats, including those related to the
emerging oil and gas sector, the banking and
insurance sectors, non-bank financial institutions, and the illegal wildlife trade, along with
terrorism financing, and proliferation financing risks.
More recently, suspected illegal funds are
transferred via international financial institutions under the guise of making purchases for
Covid-19 medical supplies.
The US INCSR states that the government has shown some progress on the AML/
CFT front, but that the country still needs
to increase its training for the judiciary on
the investigation and prosecution of financial
crimes.
It recommended that a national strategic
plan for combatting money laundering should
be developed and implemented, and legislation
passed for the facilitation and regulation of
secure electronic communications and transactions. Reporting and investigating entities
should also improve their inter-agency coordination, and the GRA should report suspicious
transactions to SOCU.
On the drug front, the 2022 INCSR – Volume
I: Drug and Chemical Control, also published
on March 1, 2021, noted that Guyana is a
transit country for cocaine destined for the
US, Canada, the Caribbean, Europe, and West
Africa. Cocaine originating in Colombia is
smuggled to Venezuela and onward to Guyana
by sea or air.
Smugglers also transit land borders and the
shared river network with Brazil, Venezuela,
and Suriname. Cocaine is concealed in legitimate commodities and smuggled through
commercial and private air transport, maritime
vessels, human couriers, “go-fast” boats, and
postal systems.
Drug traffickers exploit the country’s poorly
monitored ports, remote airstrips, intricate
river networks, porous land borders, and the
permissive environment resulting from corruption, and the under-resourced security sector.
It was found that Guyana also has a growing
domestic drug consumption problem. Despite
these challenges, the government of Guyana
has demonstrated some political will to combat
drug trafficking in and through Guyana.
However, the report stated that Guyanese
authorities are aware of unlicensed airstrips
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in the interior of the country that facilitate the corrupt activities by the PPP/Civic when it was
movement of drugs, but have not taken action in government prior to 2015, proved to be an
against them.
exercise in futility.
As well, the government does not have
Following some 50 audits of various governa robust container inspection program in ment agencies and institutions over a 16-month
place at its seaports, and has
period ending in
not addressed the increasing
August 2016 at an
amount of high-value cocaine
estimated cost of (G)
trafficking among Colombia,
$133 million, it was
Venezuela, Brazil, and Suriname,
found that numerwhich takes advantage of remote
ous incidences of
airstrips in Guyana’s interior, by
improprieties existconducting enhanced monitored, but insufficient
ing and/or destruction.
evidence to lay crimTo achieve results, it was
inal charges.
recommended by
In similar vein,
the INCSR that
allegations by the
Guyana
should
PPP/Civic against
invest more in
the APNU coaliits security section have failed to
tor, enhance the
achieve
material
entrance requireresults.
ments, professionIn the meanalism, and training
time,
the
US’
levels of its personFederal Bureau of
nel, combat corInvestigations
is
Above, remnants of a crashed airruption, and focus
planning to work
plane allegedly carrying cocaine
on greater intermore closely with
that went down at the Nine Miles
agency coordinaGuyana to purAirstrip, Issano, Middle Mazaruni
tion and informasue perpetrators of
River in September, 2020; in
tion sharing.
organised crimes
photo at left, packages inside in
Counterdrug
such as drug trafthe crashed aircraft that Guyana
activities should
fickers, money launpolice allege contained cocaine
focus on improvderers, and human
ing port security and enhanced container traffickers; as well as to enforce financial crime
inspections, and on building skills in complex laws.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB
transnational investigations. Political will is
needed to dismantle trafficking networks that is a Member of the Canadian Association of
are linked to corrupt individuals in the public Journalists, and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
and private sector.
Guyana’s failure to enforce its State Asset Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine
Recovery Laws is also an encouragement for Your Practice, is available on Amazon, and on
corruption. For instance, the massive investiga- winningways101.com. He can be reached at
tion by the former APNU+AFC coalition into dlakhan@rogers.com.
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CGCC holds inaugural networking gala
From Page 1
leaders from international corporations, industry associations, to small business, and all levels
of government, across numerous sectors.
Amin spent over 26 years in the Canadian
public service at both the provincial and municipal levels. He served as the Deputy Minister in
a number of ministries in the Ontario Public
Service, as a Deputy City Manager in the City
of Toronto, and as the Chief Administrative
Officer with the Town of Collingwood.
The CGCC was launched on December 4,
2020 with its mission being to facilitate twoway trade and investment between Canada and
Guyana, which is now prominent on the world’s
radar as one of the fastest growing economies
in the world. The launch saw support from
many government, business, and community
leaders in both Guyana and Canada.
The December 2020 launch saw some 27
founding members at the start. Since then,
the CGCC has continued to grow, and now
has more than 60 members. It has offices in

Guyana and Toronto.
Among the dignitaries attending the
CGCC’s 2020 launch in Georgetown was
Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali.
As Ali noted, “The creation of the Canada
Guyana Chamber of Commerce is an important step forward in increasing trade and
investment between our two countries. Our
government is aligned with the mission of the
Chamber, and its leadership will have our support at the ministerial level.”
Last week Amin noted the strengthening of
the Canada-Guyana relationship, when he cited
the recent visit to Georgetown by Canadian
Minister of International Trade, Export
Promotion Small Business and Economic
Development Mary Ng.
As Stabroek News reported, High
Commissioner to Guyana Mark Berman,

during his Canada Day address last month,
commented on Ng’s visit, declaring she had
cemented the commitment to improving relations between the two countries.
Said Berman: “Minister Ng and her
team met with President Ali, Vice President
[Bharrat] Jagdeo, and a number of members
of the Cabinet as well as several business leaders and focused on establishing next steps
and strengthening the bilateral trade and
investment relationship between Canada and
Guyana… Canada has been a leading trade
partner in Guyana for many, many years, and
we’re proud of the continuous growth of our
relationship.”
Berman also noted that, “The establishment
of the Canada Guyana Chamber of Commerce
has played a significant role in strengthening
that relationship.”

Jamal Deen

Lifetime achievement
award for Jamal Deen

D

istinguished University Professor at
McMaster University’s Department of
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Jamal Deen last month received a Lifetime
Achievement Award from McMaster Student
Union.
Deen has been teaching at McMaster for 23
years, and his areas of interest include digital
and smart systems, micro-nano systems, and
health and biomedical innovations, McMaster
University’s Faculty of Engineering’s website
reported last month.
“This Lifetime Achievement Award means
much to me, and I consider myself very lucky
to have won it. It was both a surprise and a
humbling experience to be honoured with this
award. I am sincerely grateful to my nominator and the many students and colleagues who
supported the nomination,” Deen said.
He added, “The award is also a recognition
of the outstanding TAs I was fortunate to work
with, and the excellent students I was privileged to teach, and more importantly, teaching
how to learn effectively.”
Deen said his favourite part of teaching is
that it’s “a two-way street where students learn
from me, and I also learn from them”.
As he noted, he views each class as an
opportunity to grow and adapt with the goal
of making a difference in students’ lives that
go beyond the classroom. It is his hope to
inspire students to grow into more intellectually mature individuals with critical thinking,
analytical, and creative skills, he declared.
According to Deen’s students, he is a passionate educator who prioritises their learning
and engagement. Students also noted that his
classes are “inclusive”, and that he is “genuinely
committed to continual teaching”.
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Fareed Amin

GUYANA

Shades of genocide in violent actions committed at Wismar in 1964
By Baytoram Ramharack
Additionally, Article II of the Genocide physical destruction in whole and in part.
he Peeping Tom column published Convention defined Genocide as “any of the
Fifth, invoking the memory of Wismar 1964
earlier this month in Kaieteur News following acts committed with intent to destroy, should not be about claiming victimhood, castevokes painful memories of a Guyanese in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial ing blame, or establishing one group’s claim to
national tragedy – Wismar 1964. Despite the or religious group as such: (a) Killing mem- moral superiority over another. It is about givenormity of this tragedy,
ing a voice to the forgotten
bers of the group;
and the existence of the
Indians who were victims
(b) Causing serious
findings of a Commission
of this shameful national
bodily or mental
of Inquiry, with extensive
harm to members
tragedy. The Motto on the
transcripts of testimonials,
Sun Chapman Monument
of the group; (c)
a remarkable quietude per(located in the centre of
Deliberately inflictsists over this incident. Since
Linden) reads: “Those
ing on the group
I am engaged in compiling a
who forget the lessons of
conditions of life
comprehensive examination
history do so at our own
calculated to bring
of this tragedy, and have
peril.” Robert Corbin,
about its physiinterviewed several victims,
cal destruction in
leader of the PNC, in refI would like to share some
erence to Sun Chapman,
whole or in part”.
additional
information
said, “A nation that fails to
The
Wismar
regarding Wismar 1964.
record its history is bound
Commission found
Cheddi Jagan
Janet Jagan
First, it is important to
to make the same misevidence of clear
remember that Wismar 1964 must be viewed intent on the part of the PNC leader in Wismar takes.”
in the context of the broader political dynam- who was its Member of Parliament, and there
Finally, there are some Guyanese, who for
ics in British Guiana at that time, including the was certainly killing of Indians in Wismar; obvious reasons, will continue to work strenurole of domestic and external players. In the causing serious bodily or mental harm to ously to ensure that Wismar 1964 remains burspace of four years, three major investigations Indians; deliberately inflicting on Indians con- ied in the historical archive. Hamilton Green,
were conducted by the British government: the ditions of life calculated to bring about their for example, never fails to pen a letter upon any
Wynn Parry Commission (1962), “Wismar”
Report (1964), and the ICJ Report (1965). Each
of them dealt with ethnic violence and racial
discrimination.
There is ample evidence to suggest that
Governor Richard Luyt “downplayed” the
Wismar atrocities with his British superiors. Additionally, compared to the other two
reports, only a handful of witnesses were interviewed by the Wismar Commission.
Second, it is an historical inaccuracy to
suggest that May 26, 1964, was the only day
of infamy when Indians became the target of
ethnic violence in the Wismar/Christianburg/
MacKenzie area. The day before, May 25, saw
wanton violence directed against Indians as
well. A second wave of ethnic violence followed on July 6, 1964, after another tragedy,
the ‘Sun Chapman’ launch explosion. Reports
indicated that on that day, five Indians were
murdered, and seven seriously injured. The
killings occurred in broad daylight. There was
no record of Indian reprisals.
Third, the COI pointed to specific individuals who bore direct responsibility for instigating and organising the violence in Wismar.
Three witnesses identified Robert Jordan, a
People’s National Congress member of the
former Legislative Assembly for the Upper
Demerara River, as inciting African people to
engage in violence against Indians days before
the events. Another known criminal, nicknamed, “Banga Mary”, may have been shot and
killed by a police officer after he tried to burn
down the police station where victims sought
refuge.
Fourth, Dr Cheddi Jagan used the word
“massacre” twice in reference to Wismar 1964.
However, Wismar encompasses shades of
acts deemed genocidal according to human
rights organisations and international legal
norms. In 1964, the UK and its Governor in
British Guiana were legally bound by the provisions of the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
(approved by the United Nations on December
9, 1948), as well as by the provisions of the
Universal Declaration Human Rights (adopted
on December 10, 1948).
The events in Wismar, infringed upon a
number of Articles of the UDHR, including the
following: Article 3 (the right to life, liberty and
security of person); Article 5 (torture, cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment); and Article 7 (equality before the law,
without any discrimination to equal protection
of the law).
Also, Article 8 (right to an effective remedy
by the competent national tribunals for acts
violating the fundamental rights granted to
him or her by the constitution or by the law);
and Article 17 (no one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of his or her property).

T
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mention of Wismar in the local media.
With callousness, a regular blogger on the
Stabroek News’ letter column website, Fuad
Rahaman, wrote: “The tragic events that took
place in Wismar in 1964 were an unfortunate
phase in our political history. It must be forgotten.”
Much of the initial violence against Indians
took place in the Valley of Tears, which, in
another cruel twist of fate, was renamed Victory
Valley under Forbes Burnham. To date, both
the leaders of the PNC, and the PPP (whom
most Indians support) continue to avoid, like
the plague, any mention of Wismar 1964.
Dr Alissa Trotz (and Red Thread) who
interviewed some of the refugees from Wismar
living on the East Coast of Demerara queried
about the silencing of the tragedy of the violence and ethnic cleansing of Wismar. Yet, the
silent voices of the victims of Wismar, and their
cries for closure continue. Perhaps it is Iqbal
Khan, the brother of one of the first victims
of Wismar, Richard Khan, who got it right.
Recalling the harrowing experience faced by
his family, Iqbal said: “It’s as if God has forgotten [about] us.”

REGIONAL

Wealth Through Real Estate Investing: A Concise Guide
Jay Brijpaul

Stiell (left) now Executive Secretary at the UN Climate Change Secretariat

Stiell appointed to UN climate role
United Nations — UN Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres last week announced the
appointment of Simon Stiell as the new
Executive Secretary of the United Nations
Climate Change Secretariat based in Bonn,
Germany.
The appointment was endorsed by the
Bureau of the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change, the media reported.
Guterres described Stiell as “a true champion” of creative approaches to tackling the
global climate crisis.
Stiell hails from Grenada, and was a senior
member in its government from 2013 until
June 2022. He served as Minister for Climate
Resilience and the Environment for five years.
He also served as Minister for Education and
Human Resource Development, Minister of
State with responsibility for Human Resource
Development and the Environment, and
as a junior minister within the Ministry of
Agriculture, Lands, Forestry, Fisheries, and the
Environment.
He trained in the UK as an engineer, where
he earned an MBA. Prior to returning and joining the Grenada government, Stiell spent 14
years in the technology sector. There he held
senior executive positions in industry leading companies, from Silicon Valley technology start-ups to major corporations, including
Nokia and GEC Plessey Telecommunications.
Stiell is also well-known for being among
prominent figures from vulnerable nations
demanding that rich countries step up efforts
to combat climate change, and help those
around the world who are most vulnerable, the
Associated Press reported.
Reacting recently to a scientific report about

the effects of climate change already affecting
more than three billion people worldwide,
Stiell warned that inaction would be “catastrophic”.
“Nothing less than the most extreme measures to cut emissions and adapt to this crisis
can be justified,” he said.
UN spokesman Stephane Dujarric
announced Guterres’ appointment of Stiell
taking up the role as Executive Secretary of
the UNFCCC, succeeding Patricia Espinosa
of Mexico. Dujarric said the appointment was
made after consulting with the 197 parties to
the convention, which is the parent treaty of
the 2015 Paris agreement aimed at tackling
climate change.
The Paris agreement has called for global temperatures to rise a maximum of two
degrees Celsius by the end of the century, compared to pre-industrial times, and as close as
possible to 1.5 degrees Celsius. The world has
already warmed up one degree Celsius, so the
goal is really about preventing another one or
0.5 degrees Celsius increase from now on.
Former US State Department negotiator
Nigel Purvis described Stiell as “a representative of a vulnerable small island country” who
has “the right kind of background”. Purvis is
the founding CEO of Climate Advisers.
Stiell’s new post is an important job running
the primary forum under the UN, in which
countries spur each other to do more, with the
key being to find someone “who is going to
push for action”, Purvis said.
He added, “Having hard-charging diplomatically astute people in this role has made
a huge difference in the past,” Purvis told the
Associated Press.

St Kitts-Nevis lifts Covid-19 restrictions

Basseterre – Covid-19 restrictions were
According to the Observer report, visitors
lifted last week in St Kitt-Nevis by its newly- are no longer required to show proof of a negaelected Prime Minister, Dr Terrence Drew.
tive Covid-19 test to enter the country.
Drew made the announcement following
While entry testing and vaccination requirethe swearing-in of his St Kitts-Nevis Labour ments have ended under the new guidelines,
Party
administration,
inbound
passengers
which
was
victoriare required to comous at the recent polls,
plete an Embarkationthe Caribbean Media
Disembarkation
card
Corporation reported.
online for ease of transit
He also serves as The
through border manageFederation’s minister of
ment agencies, the governhealth.
ment officials said.
Also last week, the
“The removal of entry
St Kitts-Nevis Observer
testing and vaccination
reported the new governrequirements comes at a
ment announcing that
time when traveler confiThe Federation of St Kitts
dence is on the rise,” said
and Nevis had ceased all
Ellison Thompson, CEO
Covid-19-related visitor
of the St Kitts Tourism
Terrence Drew
entry testing and vaccinaAuthority.
tion requirements effective immediately.
He added, “The combination of increasing
According to government officials, the dual- demand and more seamless travel processes
island Caribbean nation was “now open to will make St. Kitts even more desirable to visiboth vaccinated and unvaccinated travelers”.
tors abroad.”
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REGIONAL: GUYANA’S STATE VISIT TO T&T

Guyana, T&T working together on food security

Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali (l-r), T&T’s
PM Dr Keith Rowley, & Suriname’s President
Chandrikapersad Santokhi toured the Point Lisas
Industrial Estate last week. Santokhi was in T&T to
participate in the Agri-Investment Forum & Expo II

President Ali attends a State Banquet with T&T’s
acting President Christine Kangaloo last week

T&T’s PM Rowley with Guyana’s President Ali

Port-of-Spain – Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago last week selves to advancing a series of actions that must position [us] as
made the commitment to work closely together on Caricom’s leaders in all of these global problems,” Ali said.
Additionally, there must be action to re-engineer a reversal of
food security efforts, with President Dr Irfaan Ali warning that
the supply and production chain, he declared.
the region did not “have the luxury of time”.
Ali also announced that a technical task force will work on
Ali further declared that while the Caribbean did not cause
the present supply chain disruptions, at the same time these looking at present non-tariff barriers, and on plans to remove
them. This task force will be looking at the issues that affect
nations “faced it at great consequences”.
Trinidad and Tobago’s Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley also efficient movement of goods into both Trinidad and Tobago
issued a similar warning, saying that the region was “in great and Guyana, he noted.
According to Ali, the task force would spell out the interpredanger of not being able to feed ourselves in the near future”.
At the time, Ali was on a five-day State visit to Trinidad and tations of what can enter each country, so that no individual can
try to determine a statute outside of this interpretation.
Tobago, which ended last Sunday.
As Rowley revealed, as a
During the visit, both Ali
former agriculture minister
and Rowley announced urgent
he encountered non-tariff
collaborative efforts to repobarriers that prevented the
sition Caricom towards food
export of pork from Trinidad
and energy sustainability, with
and Tobago to Jamaica. It led
the leaders noting that global
to production shrinking in
supplies and trade continue to
Trinidad and Tobago, with
be affected and threatened by
technical people in Jamaica
the Covid-19 pandemic and
citing swine flu that prevented
the Ukraine-Russian war.
export.
The leaders signed the
Likewise, Rowley revealed
‘Republic of Trinidad and
that some South American
Tobago and Co-operative
countries faced challenges
Republic of Guyana Food
with meat exports due to foot
Development Plan’. The plan
and mouth disease.
also includes setting up a techAs he noted, there are
nical task force.
non-tariff barriers existing in
As the leaders indicated, the
Caricom that are impediments
agricultural partnership will
President Dr Irfaan Ali
to production in the region,
begin immediately, with one of
leading to the entry of supplies
its programmes immediately
from the outside.
aiding Trinidad and Tobago’s
A Caricom Single Market
ailing coconut industry.
and Economy means goods,
Rowley revealed that
nationals, and financing
Trinidad and Tobago will be
should enter unimpeded into
receiving 5,000 coconut sapthe market, he said.
lings, as pests and disease conAdditionally, Rowley said
tinue to decimate local plantaresolving these barriers that
tions.
have been affecting trade in
He added that Guyana will
the region should be done
also ship “shade houses” for
with “fierce urgency”.
use in vegetable production.
Speaking to other items
As Rowley noted, in recent
discussed by both leaders,
months the threat to Caricom
Ali said while Guyana and
not being able to access food
Trinidad and Tobago wanted
“had come forcefully home”,
to become leaders in a probwith the region’s status quo
lematic food security situabeing “to feed the population
tion, their nations were also
on imported food”. However,
Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
cognisant of the Caribbean’s
he noted the region was vulnerable if it did not have the money to buy food, or if food was vulnerability to climate change.
“We are the least contributors, but most significantly affectunavailable.
Ali said Trinidad and Tobago had a “sophisticated manufac- ed,” he said.
As Ali noted, Guyana has 19.5 gigatonnes of carbon in forest
turing and processing industry”, and that Guyana was “building
stores.
capacity”.
“[If] we deploy these assets in the blue economy, and look at
“We don’t have the luxury of time to advance food security,”
he declared, adding that “we are seeing empty shelves in the what we are doing in both countries, then we can be a part of
climate change leadership,” he said.
developed world”.
Rowley also commented on the region’s vulnerability to
He also gave the reassurance “we would not create disruptions”, and that their governments’ objective was to bring every climate change, agreeing that it was urgent, and referencing climate phenomena now occurring worldwide. Among these were
stakeholder together.
Caricom had to begin its efforts for a reversal of the supply the drying-up of major rivers in Europe and in the US, along
chain, and the food potential of countries like Brazil possibly with wildfires in England.
“Our future looks like that,” Rowley said.
deployed to benefit other nations, such as Venezuela, he stated.
As he indicated, experts have warned that the world could
What the countries had to do was ensure the policy framework was in place to support the investments to be made in see what happened in 2020 and 2021 “happen again and again”.
“The meal we have now must be based on eating what we
farming, manufacturing, and other sectors.
“Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana… have committed our- produce and growing what we eat,” he declared.

Guyana’s President Ali places a ceremonial wreath at the Cenotaph in PoS
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President Ali’s son Zayd waves to the media last week
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NEW YORK DATELINE

Post Covid-19 a time to foster nurturing, healthy, & lasting connections
By Dhanpaul Narine
iberty Avenue in New York was a ghost town. Hardly
a thing moved. The occasional shopper moved quickly
from the thoroughfare to avoid getting close to others.
The pandemic was in full swing. The number of deaths was
staggering. But it was the manner in which the dying was
treated that sent shockwaves in the community. The sick was
taken to the hospital. Automatic glass doors opened. The
staff, dressed to the hilt in plastics, wheeled the patient unto a
stretcher, and that was the last time the loved one was seen.
Doctors, nurses, and other essential workers should be
saluted. They worked round the clock to help save lives, while
they tried to understand a disease that presented a conflicting
methodology. When should the masks be worn? How effective
were the sanitisers? How contagious was Covid-19? These
and other questions formed part of the talk shows and news
bulletins in the media.
It was the summer of 2020 and the pandemic was in a rage.
It hit the Indo-Caribbean community in Queens especially
hard for a number of reasons. Population density, the lack of
information and education, the necessity of employment, and
immigration, combined to create havoc. The result was that
the Indo-Caribbean community became the epicentre of the
epicentre. The funeral homes were filled to capacity, and at the
final rites, only a few family members were allowed.
The school system also bore the brunt of Covid-19.
Teachers were in scarce supply. Students stayed at home, and
many programs were cut from the curriculum. Classrooms
were closed when students and teachers became infected,
which meant a further loss to students. The pandemic
was to last for two years. The thousands of students that
were confined to their homes has been described as a “lost
generation”.
There is no question that standards fell as a result of remote
learning. It was difficult to capture the attention of students on
the computers for an extended period. Waivers were given by
education boards in some school districts to allow students to
catch up.
One of the drawbacks of remote education was camaraderie,
the mixing of students in schools, and socialisation that
included sports. In the wider community, there is also the
argument that the pandemic led to a closed society in which
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relationships needed to be rebuilt. There are a good number of
persons that experienced trauma of some kind.
In other words, we need to reconnect.
A powerful argument in favour or reconnecting is that it
creates a sense of belonging. A number of persons stated that
years ago loneliness was part of their lives. The sad fact was
that they were lonely when they were not alone. The pandemic
led to a disconnect from friends, the gym, a love of books,
shopping, entertainment, and casual acquaintances. It led to
social isolation.
The key to the sense of well-being is to have a genuine
warmth for others. This helps to build and sustain
relationships. But it is more. Warmth, compassion and
authentic connection allow for the building of trust. Over a
period of time, a sense of belonging develops, and positive
relationships and emotions could only be good for our mental
health.
The pandemic allowed people to play hide-and-seek in their
smart phones. They had little time for anything else. But the
smart phone is not a substitute for a healthy relationship. The
more a person is immersed into his or her phone, the longer it
would take for that person to make real-life connections. The
less that person would want to engage others become social.
Attitudes are important. An attitude of gratitude helps to show
that you care.
One of the more noticeable happenings in the Covid-19 era
was the absence of close proximity in the work place. People
worked remotely. Some of them got so accustomed to it that
they found the transition back to the office stressful.
Simon Roberts, a business anthropologist, argues that “a
lot of really tremendous innovations that emerged in the 20th
century, were inventions that happened by accident, often
through chance encounters or people talking in the canteen”.
The sharing of ideas, agreeing to disagree, opened up spaces
for innovation.
Roberts further argues that during the Prohibition in
America, the applications for patents went down significantly.
He says that “bar talk led to inventions, creativity, and patent
filing”.
There is no question that reconnecting is healthy. It
creates interaction, and this in turn leads to authenticity in
relationships.

Liberty Avenue, NY

NY frontline workers assist a Covid-19 patient

Staff with a Covid-19 patient at a New York hospital
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AUTHORS & LITERATURE

Escoffery explores Jamaican family coming to America

Poet’s Corner

D

ebut American writer Jonathan Escoffery’s new book,
If I Survive You, follows a Jamaican family striving for
more in Miami even as it introduces its author as a
generational storyteller.
It is published by MacClelland & Stewart, and will be on
sale from September 6.
The narrative explores Topper
and Sanya fleeing to Miami in
the 1970s as political violence
consumes their native Kingston,
Jamaica.
However, the couple and their
two children learn America is far
from the promised land. Excluded
from society as Black immigrants,
the family pushes on first through
Hurricane Andrew, and later the
2008 recession, living in a house so
cursed that the pet fish launches
itself out of its own tank.
But even as things fall apart, the
Jonathan Escoffery
family remains motivated, often to
its own detriment, by what their younger son, Trelawny, calls
“the exquisite, racking compulsion to survive”.
Masterfully constructed with heart and humour, the
narrative’s linked stories centre on Trelawny as he struggles to
carve out a place for himself amid financial disaster, racism,
and flat-out bad luck.
After a fight with Topper – himself reckoning with his
failures as a parent and his longing for Jamaica – Trelawny
claws his way out of homelessness through a series of odd,
often hilarious jobs.
Meanwhile, brother Delano attempts a disastrous cash grab
to get his kids back, and his cousin, Cukie, looks for a father
who does not want to be found.
As each character searches for a foothold, they never forget
the profound danger of climbing without a safety net.
Pulsing with vibrant lyricism and inimitable style, sly
commentary, and contagious laughter, Escoffery’s debut
unravels what it means to be in-between homes and cultures
in a world at the mercy of capitalism and white supremacy.
If I Survive You has received critical, supportive, and

Unaccustomed Things

F

rantic calls of doom in every land and
clime —
echoed through the corridors of time,
and though we cut them down like weeds,
still blight the hallowed ground, and mock our
creed.
The good Earth has her ways.
Ill-fated patterns etched on nights and days.
Eyes in the storms frenzied and wild —
the gathered woes — the elements we’ve riled.
There’s little of that fair wind.
The tides on storefronts, the forests on fire.
On every hand a singe,
and unaccustomed things feed the hour.

T

here’s something amiss when a mother
shows an angry face.
When a love can no longer wait,
but needs to raise her hands —
her fingers pointed at our faces, our vexing ways.
But the Earth is frolicsome and young.
She alone can stare all day at the fire in the sun.
Stars in their passage gaze at her lovely face:
she is anointed with heavenly grace.
Haimnauth Cecil Ramkirath

Ramkirath was born in Guyana, & is the author of
For A Troubled World, Rhythms of Ease & Wonder, At
Ease Like The Blooming Lotus, & Unsung Verses. As a
poet his themes focus on a love for nature & life in its
complexity, mystery, & glory.
He moved to the US in 1991 after close to a decade of
teaching in Guyana.
He practices meditation, yoga, & Ayurvedic healing, is a
motivational speaker, & a vigorous campaigner for social
justice & equality.

T

he bed cover sliding off her body toward her feet in
the middle of the night snatched Dolores out of sleep.
The shiny white duvet stopped when she glanced at
it after it exposed her toes as if it sensed her eyes on it. She
shivered from the cold sweat that drenched her pajamas. In her
paralysis of wide-eyed terror, she alternated glances between
the rolled-up blanket at her feet and the darkness beyond
the edge of her bed. She listened for a full minute before her
thoughts settled down.
The dream she had just awakened from, had placed her on
a serene stroll at the edge of the beach. The dream ended in
a heart-thumping nightmare when the calmness of the gentle
swelling ocean stopped glistening the sunshine off its crests.
Tumbling dark clouds blocked the sun. The gentle summer
breeze turned nasty and
assaulted Dolores with
frigid winds that howled
at her, spitting pellets of
damp ocean spray that
nipped at her bikini-clad
body and threatened to
blow her off her feet.
The ocean churned and
bubbled, forcing Dolores
to scurry inland, to avoid
its attempt to drag her
into its upheaval. She was
caught in a vicious tugof-war between the wind
that pushed her away and
the ocean that tried to pull
her in.
Dolores collected her
thoughts. The furnace
was acting up again. As it usually does, the hundred-yearold system overheated before the flame went out, forcing her
subconscious mind in her sleep to kick the covers off before
it died. She reasoned that the series of physical events created
the dream. She pulled the bed cover over her entire body. She
curled in a fetal position and went back to restless sleep.
Dolores crawled out of bed at sunrise. She rubbed her hands
to warm her fingers on her way to the kitchen. Before she took
a step out of the bedroom, she gasped and spun around. She
clutched her throat when the bed started to make itself up. Her
eyes followed the movements of the bed sheet straightening
itself out and the pillows puffing themselves to sit on the
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enthusiastic responses, with Publishers Weekly describing it as
“a vibrant and varied debut… This charged work keeps a tight
hold on the reader”
Author of The Dutch House, Ann Plachett, said, “If I Survive
You is a collection of connected short stories that reads like a
novel, that reads like real life, that reads like fiction written at
the highest level. This is a compelling hurricane
of a book that sweeps the past, present, and future
together into one inextricable knot. This is where
Jonathan Escoffery’s career begins. There are no
limits to where he will go.”
And Marlon James, author of A Brief History
of Seven Killings and Moon Witch, Spider King,
described the book as, “Kaleidoscopic, urgent,
hilarious, revelatory
and like nothing you’ve
read before. These
are the stories that we
never believed could
be told, until Jonathan
Escoffery told them”.
Escoffery is the
recipient of the
2020 Plimpton Prize
for Fiction, a 2020
National Endowment
for the Arts Literature
Fellowship, and the
2020 ASME Award
for Fiction. His fiction
has appeared in The
Paris Review, American
Short Fiction, Prairie
Schooner, AGNI,
Passages North, Zyzzyva, and Electric Literature, and has been
anthologised in The Best American Magazine Writing.
He received his MFA from the University of Minnesota, is
a PhD fellow in the University of Southern California’s PhD
in Creative Writing and Literature Program, and in 2021 was
awarded a Wallace Stegner Fellowship in the Creative Writing
Program at Stanford University.
If I Survive You is available online here.

The Supernatural

M isp la ce d

headboard above the bed cover that straightened itself and
folded its top.
The door swung open and she heard footsteps moving
toward the kitchen. Dread tightened its grip on Dolores’
heart. Her fear of stepping outside her front door into open
spaces trapped her in her home with a ghost. The unnatural
occurrences attacked her senses. She blacked out before she hit
the floor. Unconsciousness plunged her into the bizarre dream
once again. The
nightmare continued
from where it had left
off.
In the dream,
Dolores wrapped
one arm around her
body and peered
through the fingers
of her other hand
to protect her face
from the pelting
salty spray that stung
her eyes like needle
jabs. In the dark, she
stared in horror at a
black mass circling
in the water and
moving closer to her.
The wind changed
direction and started blowing sharp tingling sand at her back,
forcing her into the ocean. She dug her toes into the beach and
leaned hard against the wind. Icy spikes of terror pierced her
heart when the black mass started to rise out of the water and
become the thick bushy hair of a human-shaped entity, clad in
raggedy clothing. Dolores shrieked and tried to back away, but
the wind kept its pressure on her back, inching her forward.
Thunder boomed in the distance and startled her awake. She
gasped for air and massaged the bump on her head, where it
had collided with the floor when she had lost consciousness.
When her breathing settled, she listened hard but heard no
sounds. She got up slowly and went to the kitchen. The aroma

Kamil
Ali

of coffee and toast filled
her stomach, and made her
feel like she had just eaten. The dishes in the sink confused
her. The mug smelled of coffee and scattered bread crumbs on
the plate showed evidence of the toast it carried a short while
before.
Dolores took a deep breath and collapsed on a chair that
was pulled away from the kitchen’s dining table. She stared
at the front door and pieced together the events of the recent
past. The ghost had made up the bed and eaten in the kitchen
before it left in a hurry. The slamming of the front door was
the thunder in her nightmare.
But why would a ghost have physical needs like those of
a living soul? Where did it come from and why did it invade
her safe space? Dolores was fearful that the situation would
escalate into a haunting gone wrong from which there would
be no escape.
A pounding headache forced the stressed homeowner
back to bed. Immediate slumber thrust her once more into
the terrifying dream. This time, amid violent lightning and
thunderstorm, the wind overcame her resistance, and pushed
her into the human form, which rode on the water toward her.
When they collided, an instant bolt of lightning struck
her upright hand and zoomed her into a million miles
of nothingness above the clouds where a fuzzy warmth
enwrapped her with wisdom beyond any she could ever
imagine.
Dolores was dead, but she did not know it. She was the
consciousness, the ghost in the house in which she had lived
before she died. The universe had to find a way to connect her
conscious mind with her soul to help her move into eternal
life. She had died of a heart attack in her sleep and thought
that she had awakened every morning for three days to behold
the impression of her living self, which did not suffer from
agoraphobia. The serial dreams brought together her soul and
consciousness into harmony for transition into the afterlife.
The instant understanding of the totality of life lit up her face
with a smile. She was at the apex of peace, tranquility, and
contentment. Nirvana beckoned. Dolores’ humanitarian soul
responded.
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Crime Watch T&T
UNC issues call again for removal of Hinds
Port-of-Spain – The UNC last week repeated its calls for
“Today someone’s child is being murdered. Tomorrow it
National Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds to go, saying that could be yours. Therefore, we have a collective responsibility to
murders have now outnumbered the days of the year, and that get Hinds out of that job.”
it continues to climb.
Persad-Bissessar said the UNC believes that improving
This time the repetition of the call for
education and providing better economthe government to remove Hinds came from
ic opportunities for families and young
Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar.
people are key to ending violence in comSaid Persad-Bissessar: “I think the time
munities.
has come for a sensible Minister of National
“When the UNC returns to governSecurity to be appointed. Hinds is incapable of
ment, we will again move to address the
doing his job.”
root causes of crime – poverty, inequality
Saying her repeat call was not a political
and lack of opportunities for young people.
statement, Persad-Bissessar said the ultimate
The UNC believes in investing in our peoresponsibility of the Prime Minister and his
ple through education, training, jobs, and
government is to protect all citizens, regardless
equality in opportunities,” she said.
of political affiliation.
Additionally, “We’ll work with Trinidad
“Your first duty is to protect the people of
and Tobago Police Service to roll out our
your country. You have failed miserably to do
plan for continuous training, improving
that,” she declared.
crime detection, and ensuring crime prePersad-Bissessar also reminded Trinidad
vention. We’ll re-introduce community
Kamla Persad-Bissessar
and Tobago’s Prime Minister, Dr Keith Rowley of his own words policing, ensure ubiquitous police presence, and implement
when he was Opposition Leader, saying, “If the government other strategic actions for a systematic, drastic reduction in
cannot deal with crime, then the government itself is part of the crime within defined time frames.”
problem.”
The UNC will also “focus on more boots on the ground” to
She then asked, “Who is the problem now? You and your ensure police officers are “equipped to be present, effective, and
government.”
responsive in all communities”, she said.
Persad-Bissessar also urged civil society, businesses, labour,
She added, “We’ll look at utilising part of the UWI Debe
and the media to join in the call for Hinds to go.
Campus for the training protective services.”

Experts say crime, murder rate out of control

Port-of-Spain – The murder rate is now out of control in
Trinidad and Tobago, criminologist Dr Wendell Wallace said
last week following the homicide rate climbing over 350 murders recorded so far for 2022.
At the same time last year Trinidad and
Tobago’s murder rate stood at around 230
deaths.
Also, attorney Lee Merry last week
described Trinidad and Tobago’s judicial system as being “in complete shambles”.
According to Wallace, based on the statistics, he believed that murders were out of
control.
Said Wallace, “When I look at the crime
statistics for Trinidad and Tobago over the
years, it appears that the other typologies of
crime either constant or reducing, but the
murders, I think when I compare the murders for the period last year, as against the
period up to [last week], I think we have a
Wendell
higher number for this year.”
He also expressed concern that criminals are now more brazen, since they are no longer hiding under the cover of night,
and are carrying out attacks in public places and during broad
daylight.
He recommended increasing police presence, which the
Trinidad and Tobago Police Service has indicated is now taking
place.
Wallace recalled the operation in the 1990s of the Mid-Town
Patrol Branch, where at least two police officers were at every

corner in Port-of-Spain.
“At that point in time, Port-of-Spain was ranked as one of the
safest capitals in the world. Now, Port-of-Spain is not one of the
safest capitals in the world,” he said.
Additionally, “Recently, a vendor was
killed in broad daylight in Port-of-Spain.
Where are the police officers? I certainly am
not seeing them. Police officers in uniform
and police officers in plainclothes, they serve
a different purpose. If you want to deter
criminal activities, if you want to deter deviance, you really need to see the presence of
uniformed police officers in our cities.”
Another element to the brazen killings in
Trinidad and Tobago was the lack of deterrence by the criminal justice system, said
Merry. He added that the criminal justice
system was in “complete shambles”.
There remains a lack of accountability
when it comes to all players in the judicial
Wallace
system, he declared.
“None of the players in the Criminal Justice System are made
to account for their performance, nor are they made to account
when misdeeds are committed,” he noted.
The judicial system was such that police officers fail to appear
in court, and he also questioned the work rate of magistrates
and judges.
Merry said only by measuring these things will plans,
policies, and procedures be made to try and increase efficiency
across the judicial system.

Port-of-Spain – The Trinidad and Tobago Police Service has
linked the growing number of gun-related homicides to a high
number of illegal firearms now present in the country, Acting
Commissioner of Police McDonald Jacob said last week.
Also, according to Jacob, these guns are arriving in Trinidad
and Tobago via legal ports of entry.
As a result, the TTPS is now working directly with the
Washington, DC-based Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives, which now has an agent located in Trinidad.
“We do the work directly with the ATF, and in some instances, we have persons in Georgia and other places who are arrested who are responsible for sending firearms to Trinidad. We will
do the intelligence and we’ll see some of the links to persons in
Trinidad. So, our ports and our airports and other places are in
fact compromised,” Jacob said last week.
He said while it is believed most of the illegal firearms on the
streets of Trinidad and Tobago may be arriving via the mainland
in Venezuela, and until this is factually proven, there are other
arrival points through which many weapons are entering the
country.
“As I said, I can talk about it because we have the factual
information, and we have persons who were charged in Georgia,

and other places, for sending up to 36 firearms to Trinidad and
Tobago,” he said.
Jacob added, “We have firearms even coming in from Miami.
So, a lot of work has to be done to prevent the level of firearms.
We’ve held persons recently with firearms in washing machines,
and intercepted vehicles coming from the port in Woodbrook,
and that just happened a year ago.”
He said persons with high-powered weapons become
empowered, and feel strong and invincible, adding that this
psychology of firearm possession is responsible for the brazen
shootings by young men.
“It is not a matter of not having police patrols, or police presence. It’s about the psychology of firearms, and how it will make
people feel, that level of empowerment. And then you have
some charismatic leader who is talking to these young men…
the end product is what we’re seeing on the street in Trinidad
and Tobago. So, this idea that we portray that firearm is the
saviour, sometimes it is also a bad master, and that is where we
are having the problem with firearms,” Jacob said.
He added: “And our concern now in Trinidad is not just the
illegal [firearms]; we may have other issues with legal firearms
also.”

T&T police working with US to stem illegal entry of firearms
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McDonald Jacob

Longer hours as police
tackle escalating crime
Port-of-Spain – With the daily gang and civilian shootings
and murders growing in Trinidad and Tobago, the police service
last week moved to increase its visibility by immediately recalling all officers from vacation leave, restricting leave for the time
being, and adjusting the duty roster.
This latest effort will see officers working longer hours in
a plan to strengthen security grids in high crime zones in five
divisions throughout Trinidad and Tobago.
Last week Acting Police Commissioner McDonald Jacob said
they were concerned with the upsurge in violent crimes during
the first two weeks in August, with the majority of offences
attributed to gang rivalry, he noted.
Determined to best the criminal elements, Jacob announced
that 60 officers were recalled from vacation to assist in policing
open public spaces, with foot and mobile patrols increased.
The additional boots on the ground were targeted at boosting the operational capabilities of the Inter-Agency Task Force;
the Guard & Emergency Branch, and the general task forces in
each division.
“As the situation escalated within the last few days, we have
now restricted leave for all police officers, and we have doubled
up the manner in which officers are working in five police divisions,” Jacob said. These include the Western Division; Port-ofSpain Division; North Eastern Division; Central Division, and
the Southern Division.
Said Jacob: “In most places, we have officers who will work
from 8 am to 6 pm, and then from 6 pm to 8 am, so that is two
days, and then they get two days off. They will now be required
to work 24/48. The task forces that worked 24/48 are now
required to work 24/24.”
Jacob said the new arrangements were specifically designed
“to get additional boots on the ground”.
By the middle of last week 364 murders had been recorded
since the year began, Jacob said.
He added, “We recognise a new trend that in order to carry
out the high level of reprisal from one gang to the other, they
started to target each other in what we call neutral spaces
throughout Trinidad and Tobago.”
These neutral spaces include places such as nightclubs and
sporting venues, he said.
Jacob also called on the public to comply with officers during
increased activities, which will include roadblocks and other
policing activities. He also thanked the Trinidad and Tobago
Defence Force for partnering with the TTPS for joint patrols.
Jacob said 87 percent of the killings for the year so far was a
result of gun violence. Having seized 408 firearms for the year
so far, and charged over 1,000 persons for gun-related offences,
Jacob said it was worrying that almost 61 high-powered weapons were seized in 2021, compared to 60 for this year so far.
Out of 21 shootings with high-powered rifles, 55 persons were
killed, and another 18 wounded.
With six months left to go before year’s end, the authorities
were worried about the message being communicated, Jacob
said, adding, “This is creating serious issues for us, the police,
and the general public.”
Also, he noted the data showed young people between the
ages of 16 and 34 who were murdered last year stood at 210,
while so far for 2022, 165 people in this category had already
been killed. In 2021, 55 people between 16 and 34 years were
charged for murder, while 36 have so far been charged with
murder this year.
“We are more than losing a generation,” he declared.
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CAL on-board again as
CPL’s T20 official carrier

T&TEC crew members survey the leaning transmission tower last week

Outage hits T&T as landslide impacts tower
Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago once again experienced national electricity woes when a landslide triggered a
chain of events last week that knocked out power to thousands
of homes.
The outage event across the country started on the night of
August 16, and continued into the next day.
According to reports, the Trinidad and Tobago Electricity
Commission stated that a landslide in Grant Trace, Rousillac
in south Trinidad led to shifting of a 220-kilovolt transmission
tower.
The event placed excess strain on high voltage lines, and
resulted in a partial collapse of the tower and lines on the evening of August 16.
Load-shedding was immediately implemented, which led to
sporadic outages across Trinidad.
According to T&TEC, up to 30 percent of its customers were
taken offline. With the fault at the tower, Trinidad lost power
from Trinidad Generation Unlimited, Trinidad’s largest power

generation plant.
Independent Power Producers began providing T&TEC with
additional capacity to make up for the shortfall, but delays in
getting generators online led to most areas being without an
electricity supply up to 1:00 am on the morning of August 17.
However, due to increased power demand later on the morning of August 17, another round of rolling load-shedding was
instituted, which caused additional outages throughout the
country that lasted for several hours that day.
By late last week T&TEC had started installation of 30-metre
poles and attendant lines to bypass the compromised transmission tower, while the country continued to experience brief outages during the repairs.
Trinidad and Tobago experienced a 12-hour blackout on
February 16. According to T&TEC, a fungus-affected Palmiste
tree fell on a 12-kilovolt line, which led to it contacting the
higher voltage 220-kV line. This contact led to a fault developing
that knocked out Trinidad’s entire electrical grid.

Port-of-Spain – An upward trend was evident in Trinidad
and Tobago last week as the country began recording increased
Covid-19 infections caused by the Omicron sub-variant BA.5.
The growth in the number of infections saw increased
ambulance use, with more patients arriving at Accident and
Emergency departments of the traditional healthcare system.
At the same time, officials have indicated an uptick in hospital
occupancy in the parallel healthcare system.
The upward trend in Covid-19 infections, and its resulting
impact on the healthcare system was confirmed last week by
Principal Medical Officer, Institutions, Dr Maryam AbdoolRichards.
“We have… noticed a trend of increasing ambulance usage
over the past month, and at present, 20 percent of the [Global
Medical Response of Trinidad and Tobago] ambulance system
is involved in Covid-19 transports, that is from home pick-ups
to hospital. [This] has increased over the last month when it was
under ten percent,” she said.
Additionally, “Up until July 17 or so, we would have been
noticing a rolling average that was more or less stable.”
However, she noted the healthcare systems began noticing
increases in the number of confirmed Covid-19 cases. As of last
week, Trinidad and Tobago stood at a rolling average of 280,
with an increase in the hospitalisation numbers, she revealed.
“These statistics remind us that Covid-19 is still with us,” she
declared.
Abdool-Richards said hospital occupancy was at 41 percent,
with 28 patients in the Accident and Emergency departments
awaiting transfer to the parallel healthcare system.
Also, last week ten more beds were reactivated at the Point
Fortin area hospital step-down facility.
She urged Trinidad and Tobago to continue practising personal responsibility to protect themselves against the virus,
including being vaccinated, as there continues to be more
patients who are not fully vaccinated in hospital than those that
are vaccinated.
Meanwhile, Chief Medical Officer Dr Roshan Parasram last
week lamented that there continues to be a trend of vaccine
shots not being taken.

“We haven’t seen any increase in vaccine uptake. It has
remained extremely low. Even within that five to 11 age group,
we see that it has been very, very slow in terms of the number
of persons coming forward to vaccinate their children,” he said.

Govt confirms uptick in Covid-19 infections
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Port-of-Spain – Caribbean Airlines has again been designated the Official Airline of the Hero’s Caribbean Premiere
League’s T20 cricket Tournament, which will take place from
August 31-September 30.
In an official statement from CAL, the airline declared it was
“delighted to come on-board once again as the designated air
carrier keen to RE-connect the region through cricket.”
CAL last partnered with the CPL in 2019, before the Covid19 pandemic.
Said CAL’s CEO Garvin Medera: “As the official airline of the
Hero’s Caribbean Premier League 2022 (CPL T20), Caribbean
Airlines is happy to RE-unite the fans and officials, for the
region’s biggest sports party.”
He added, “With the lifting of [Covid-19] travel restrictions,
and the ability to move freely, the excitement around CPL 2022
is tremendous. Caribbean Airlines understands the value of
sport in uniting the region, and we look forward to sharing a
real Caribbean experience with the talented players, enthusiastic fans, and all travellers.”
Medera further congratulated the CPL franchise on its tenth
anniversary, noting that CAL “applauds their efforts in building
a tremendous legacy around this great sport, which many fans
across the region cherish and enjoy”.
Hero CPL’s Commercial Director, Jamie Stewart, expressed
confidence in the renewed partnership.
“It’s great to be moving across the islands again in this, Hero
CPL’s tenth year. Caribbean Airlines is our trusted long-term
partner in ensuring that CPL players and crew arrive safely and
on time, and we thank them once again for partnering with us,”
Stewart said.
The CPL is an annual T20 cricket tournament that simultaneously offers fans in the region a unique “Carnival-like”, festive
experience.
The 2022 men’s Hero CPL tournament takes place from
August 31-September 30. Host countries are St Kitts & Nevis,
Saint Lucia, Trinidad & Tobago, and Guyana.
This year will also see the debut of the Massy Women’s
Caribbean Premier League featuring Barbados Royals, Guyana
Amazon Warriors, and Trinbago Knight Riders. The Massy
WCPL takes place in St Kitts & Nevis from August 31-September
4. Click here for more information.

Sanjay Sampat passes in India following infection

Port-of-Spain – Sanjay Sampat lost his battle with cancer on Sampat’s body back to Trinidad.
Monday, the Trinidad Guardian reported yesterday. The young
Sampat was diagnosed with leukaemia in December 2021.
man passed away in India days after a bone marrow operation Before his illness, he was working at three jobs to help support
was performed at the Max Super Specialty Hospital in New his family after father Chatram was laid off during the Covid-19
Delhi, India.
pandemic.
News of his passing rippled with shock throughout his
On his last birthday, the family could not afford a cake, and
family in Trinidad and
saw Sampat blowing out
Tobago. The family
candles on cupcakes.
was continuing with its
His birthday wish was
fundraising efforts to
for health and happimeet Sampat’s medical
ness.
expenses abroad.
Days before he died,
His
parents,
Sanjay told the Trinidad
Chatram and Shanty
Guardian he was eager to
remain in India, and
beat the cancer. Looking
are desperately seeking
forward to being cured,
to return to Trinidad
he also indicated he
with their son’s body.
planned to make a video
According
to
advising people to “live
Sampat’s
brother,
good, stay healthy, and
Donald, a bacterial
be happy” despite life’s
infection developed
tribulations.
following the bone
He was also looking
marrow transplant.
forward to spending the
Donald was a perfect
rest of his life supportMom Shanty & dad Chatram Sampat with son Sanjay
donor match, and had
ing other cancer victims.
traveled to India earlier this month to save his brother’s life.
Persons wishing to assist Sampat’s family with the funeral
Following the infection, Sampat was transferred to the arrangements can call 868-388-7029, 868-715-1126, or 868Intensive Care Unit at the hospital, where he died just before 792-2134.
midnight on Monday.
Donations also can be made at RBC savings
Donald said the family still owes the hospital for medical AC#100096170742097; or Republic Bank Savings Account
bills, and is encountering further financial difficulties to bring #470021929731; or by clicking here.
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Memorable Hollywood roles that emerged from Bollywood talents
By Rajiv Prajapati
nternational cinema is the powerful new trend right
now. The global audience is sharing an ever-increasing
enthusiasm for movies outside Hollywood. Streaming
services like Netflix, with their vast libraries of foreignlanguage films, are credited with a large part in this
phenomenon. Intent on producing local content to keep
their international customers happy, per Collider, they have
managed to convert their American audience to foreignlanguage films as well.
The Indian film industry, in particular, is turning up as
one of the major sources of international hits. The South
Indian movie RRR has attracted a global spotlight on Indian
filmmaking cultures and on its regional stars, N. T. Rama Rao
Jr. and Ram Charan. All of this simply means that we will likely
be seeing more collaborations between Hollywood and Indian
talent. Of course, this tradition of exchanging acting talents has
been going on for years.
In recent decades, Indian actors with domestic renown have
captivated the western minds with memorable Hollywood
castings. Some of these performances have been as supporting
roles, while others have been as leading characters. All the
same, these Indian actors have caught the eye of western
viewers with their singular charm. With the increasing
popularity of foreign cinema in the English-speaking world, it is
well worth taking a second look at these appearances. Here are
ten Indian actors who have captured the western imagination
with memorable Hollywood roles.

I

1. Amitabh Bachchan has held an unequivocal reign over
Bollywood through the course of his five-decade-long career.
Affectionately known as ‘Big B’, the 79-year-old Bollywood
veteran has also earned other names such as the Shahanshah
of Bollywood, which translates to ‘Emperor of Bollywood’.
Bachchan had a brief appearance in the 2013 film The
Great Gatsby as the shady underworld businessman Meyer
Wolfsheim. His appearance in the film is nothing short of
charismatic, and he properly embodied the sense of mystery
and wickedness that defines the character. Leonardo DiCaprio
even praised him as an actor, calling him “astoundingly
talented”.
2. Irrfan Khan is considered as the most well-known Indian
actor in Hollywood. Although passed away prematurely in
2020 at the age of 53, he left behind a large body of work that
includes many notable Hollywood roles. The trajectory of his
career seems quite appropriate since he received his big break
after The Warrior, a British film that saw an international
release. He has appeared in a number of critically acclaimed
Hollywood titles including The Namesake, Slumdog Millionaire,
and The Darjeeling Limited.
3. Best recognized as the ferocious Guddu Bhaiyaa in the
Amazon Prime series Mirzapur, Ali Fazal has carved his
own identity in Hollywood cinema. He gained recognition in
Bollywood through the massively successful movie, 3 Idiots.
Most of his performances have been in non-blockbuster
Bollywood films like Fukrey and Milan Talkies. However, his
boyish charm has found quite a few takers in Hollywood, with
roles in Furious 7 and Death On The Nile. In 2017, he starred
in Victoria & Abdul opposite Judie Dench. Most recently, he
has scored a major role in the upcoming Gerard Butler-starrer
Kandahar. It seems like Fazal is on his way to replacing the late
Irrfan Khan as the most recognised Indian face in Hollywood.
4. A major star of the regional Tamil cinema, Dhanush has
gained nation-wide popularity by performing in a number of
Bollywood hits as well. Despite being a product of the nepotism
culture of South Indian cinema, Dhanush has amassed a major
fan base through his compelling film performances. He is
also a talented singer, songwriter, and director, having earned
nominations or awards in all these roles. He was recently
scooped up by the Russo Brothers for The Gray Man, where he
played the role of a world-class assassin. The Russo Brothers
praised his camera presence and have even teased a solo movie
for his character, as per Firstpost.
5. Veteran actress Dimple Kapadia has an established
reputation for taking on complex portrayals of women, going
far back into her early roles. Despite taking on fewer roles in
later years, she has continued to stay relevant as she continues to
choose her roles with great care. Her extensive work in arthouse
cinema has also led many filmmakers to craft roles specifically
for her. She made her Hollywood debut with Christopher Nolan’s
2020 film Tenet, as the arms dealer Priya Singh. Her instinctive
acting style fit well with the tense, thrilling tone of the film.
6. Aishwarya Rai began her life in the public eye as the
winner of the 1994 Miss World. Often referred to as the most
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1. Amitabh Bachchan

2. Irrfan Khan

3. Ali Fazal

4. Dhanush

5. Dimple Kapadia

6. Aishwarya Rai

7. Anil Kapoor

8. Apunam Kher

9. Freida Pinto
beautiful woman in the world, she proved to be a capable actress.
She has performed in some iconic Bollywood films of the 2000s,
including Mohabbatein and Devdas, which received a BAFTA
nomination for Best Foreign Language Film. She performed
in a number of Hollywood films during this decade, including
Mistress Of Spices, The Last Legion, and The Pink Panther 2.
7. As a member of Bollywood’s Kapoor lineage, Anil Kapoor
is considered part of the so-called Bollywood royalty. Over
the course of a 40-year career, he has established himself as an
icon, and also reinvented himself with time. Starting off as a
Bollywood pretty boy, he has taken more gritty roles with time.
His broad range and striking screen presence made him a good
fit for Hollywood roles. The west’s first introduction to Anil
Kapoor was through Slumdog Millionaire, in which he played
the host of the reality show. He has also appeared in Mission:
Impossible - Ghost Protocol, and the action drama series 24.
8. 67-year-old Anupam Kher is a Bollywood staple and
a prolific actor, with over 500 films to his name. Capable
of slipping into his roles with effortless grace, he is often
seen portraying the role of benign paternal figures. One can
even note a similar trend in his Hollywood roles. His subtle,
tempered performances have made him a go-to figure for
many Hollywood films. Some notable English-language films
featuring his performances include The Big Sick, Silver Linings

10. Priyanka Chopra
Playbook, and A Family Man.
9. Freida Pinto became an overnight global star with the
success of Slumdog Millionaire, in which she plays Jamal’s love
interest Latika. Although she was born and raised in India, the
success of Slumdog catapulted her to a career in the Hollywood
film industry. Her immediate follow-up to that movie was the
Woody Allen film You Will Meet A Tall Dark Stranger. Her roles
have been spread across diverse film genres, from the major sci-fi
film Rise of the Planet of the Apes, the art drama Knight of Cups,
and the neo-western action film Blunt Force Trauma.
10. Priyanka Chopra is one of the few Indian actors on this
list who have completely “broken through” into Hollywood.
The former Miss World showcased a taste for experimental
roles in Bollywood, performing in films such as What’s Your
Raashee? where she performs 12 distinct roles, representing the
12 horoscope signs. In 2015, she signed on to play the role of
Alex Parrish in the action thriller Quantico.
Her performance in the American series was critically
lauded, and opened the way for many Hollywood film roles.
Her performance as the antagonist in the 2017 movie Baywatch
was singled out by IGN as being the best among the cast
members. She is currently signed on to a number of major
Hollywood productions, including the Amazon Prime series
Citadel and the action film Cowboy Ninja Viking.
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When top Hollywood movies ‘overlap’ into Bollywood remakes

B

ollywood directors often remake Indian
versions of Hollywood classics. While
critics condemn the blatant copying,
fans are quite happy to see a fresh version of the
English-language movies.

Indians were shown robbing an American bank.
Superman
Sometimes Bollywood remakes are so obviously
stolen that it’s hilarious. In 1987, director B.
Gupta didn’t have sufficient liquidity for a
Superman remake, so he copied entire excerpts
from the original and inserted them into his
film. At least, the leading role was cast with
Indian film star Dharmendra. American actor
Christopher Reeve remains the first Man of Steel.

Forrest Gump
It is common practice: Major film markets
remake material that has been successful
elsewhere for their regional audiences. Germany
remakes stories from France, the US from all
over the world. In return, the studios buy the
rights. However, many Bollywood directors tend
to plagiarise. In the Indian remake of the Oscarwinning drama Forrest Gump with Tom Hanks,
everything is above board.

Hari Puttar
Hari Puttar might sound similar to the boy
wizard Harry Potter, and the mansion seen in
the background of this picture resembles the
Hogwarts’ wizarding school. That’s what the US
Laal Singh Chaddha
film studio Warner Bros saw in it and filed a
Turns out the wizardry in Hari Puttar was about being at ‘Home Alone’
The Bollywood remake of Forrest Gump titled
lawsuit against Bollywood. But it lost in court,
Laal Singh Chaddha, which has just been released in Indian
because Hari Puttar is not a remake of the film adaptation of
Chachi 420
cinemas, is a production of Viacom 18 Studios, which in
J.K. Rowling’s works.
In 1997, Bollywood produced a remake of Mrs Doubtfire
turn belongs to the US company Paramount Pictures. That’s
called Chachi 420, starring and directed by Kamal Haasan.
exactly where the film rights to Forrest Gump lie, which is why
Home Alone
The film was, strictly speaking, a remake of a remake, since
Bollywood director and lead actor Aamir Khan was spared any the Bollywood version was based on Avvai Shanmugi from
Instead it replicated the US comedy Home Alone. In the 1990
sleepless nights over copyright infringement.
film, Macaulay Culkin, then a child star, played Kevin, who is
Kollywood, or the Chennai Tamil-language film industry.
forgotten at home when his family leaves for their Christmas
Chachi 420 was a great success at the Indian box office.
Dirty Dancing
vacation. Home alone, he has to deal with two dim-witted
For decades, India’s film industry has been freely using
burglars. At least Bollywood waited 18 years to make a copy of
Kaante
material from the US market without legal consequences. Dirty A group of criminals fail in a bank robbery – it’s a common
the film.
Dancing was an absolute surprise success in the US in 1987:
enough storyline that filmmakers can’t be accused of
low budget, largely unknown actors, combined with music and copying. The 2002 Indian production Kaante (Thorns in
The Godfather
countless dance scenes. Hindi filmmaker Pooja Bhatt revived it English) very blatantly used the US film Reservoir Dogs by
Marlon Brando exceled in his iconic role as the godfather in
in 2006, with the name Holiday. The film did not replicate the
Francis Ford Coppola’s film of the same name. Several sequels
Quentin Tarantino as a template, complete with an ensemble
original's success.
followed, as well as remakes. Bollywood went for the remake,
cast headed by world-renowned Bollywood star Amitabh
but only more than three decades later.
Bachchan.
Mrs Doubtfire
A divorced man disguises himself as a woman so that
Sarkar
Reservoir Dogs
his ex-wife will hire him as a nanny and housekeeper,
None other than the Indian superstar Amitabh Bachchan
Tarantino’s 1992 film featured Hollywood heavyweights
thus enabling him to spend time with his children. It is a
Harvey Keitel, Steve Buscemi, and Tim Roth. While unlicensed played the role of the godfather in the 2005 Hindi remake
heartwarming story that director Chris Columbus released in
copies are a nuisance for many filmmakers, Tarantino was very of the Hollywood classic. Accompanying him were several
1993 starring the late American actor and comedian Robin
impressed with the Indian remake Kaante, saying he liked how successful Indian actors, including his son Abhishek Bachchan,
Williams as the crossdressing Mrs Doubtfire.
and Katrina Kaif.
the story developed the characters further and the fact that
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Narine among ADKR marquee players

T

rinidad and Tobago spinner Sunil Narine is among the ily, and will no doubt play a huge part in ADKR’s journey in
marquee players signed to the Abu Dhabi Knight Riders ILT20. We are also delighted that Akeal Hosein, Ravi Rampaul,
for upcoming United Arab Emirates T20.
Ali Khan, Colin Ingram, and Seekuge Prasanna, who have
Narine featured in the line-up
been part of Trinbago Knight Riders
last week when the Knight Riders
before, are also a part of ADKR.”
franchise announced its first 14
Moore also extended a “big welplayers in the squad for the comcome” to Paul Stirling, Charith
petition. He is one of the franchise’s
Asalanka, Kennar Lewis, Lahiru
key players, and also represents
Kumara, Raymon Reifer, and
the Trinbago Knight Riders at the
Brandon Glover to the Knight
Caribbean Premier League, and the
Riders family, adding, “The ILT20
Kolkota Knight Riders at the Indian
promises to be an exciting tournaPremier League.
ment, and we are looking forward to
Jamaican stalwart Andre Russell
very competitive games and a lot of
and English batsman Jonny
entertainment.”
Bairstow are playing alongside
ADKR Squad ILT20:
Narine. Trinidad and Tobago spinSunil Narine (Trinidad and
ner Akeal Hosein and pacer Ravi
Tobago/West Indies), Andre
Sunil Narine
Rampaul are also in the line-up.
Russell (Jamaica/West Indies),
Following the announcement, Knight Riders CEO Venky Jonny Bairstow (England), Paul Stirling (Ireland), Lahiru
Moore said: “[It’s] great to see that our global footprint contin- Kumara (Sri Lanka), Charith Asalanka (Sri Lanka), Colin
ues to grow in line with our vision & strategy. KKR in IPL, TKR Ingram (South Africa), Akeal Hosein (Trinidad and
in CPL, and now ADKR in the ILT20.”
Tobago/West Indies), Seekkuge Prasanna (Sri Lanka), Ravi
He added, “It’s also terrific that we have our mainstays – Sunil Rampaul (Trinidad and Tobago/West Indies), Raymon
Narine and Andre Russell – as part of ADKR. We are really Reifer (Barbados/West Indies), Kennar Lewis (Jamaica/West
delighted that Jonny Bairstow joins the Knight Riders fam- Indies), Ali Khan (US), and Brandon Glover (Netherlands).

Voluminous game schedule ahead for England

E

ngland will play 43 Tests between 2023 and 2027 as part
of the men’s Future Tours Programme announced by the
International Cricket Council, the British Broadcasting
Corporation reported last week.
Led by Ben Stokes, England will play Australia and India in
two five-match series in that time, and will feature in three more
Tests than games being played by other cricketing countries.
Australia and India will play in 40 and 38 Tests respectively,
compared to 25 apiece for West Indies and Sri Lanka.
England’s first Test of the cycle will be against Ireland starting
next June.
The ICC announcement follows questions on the relentlessness of the schedule, and in the wake of Stokes saying his
retirement from OCI cricket should be a wake-up call for the
authorities.
England are also due to play 48 ODIs, and 51 Twenty20 internationals in the same four-year cycle.
In the last Future Tours Programme, England were tabled
to play 59 Tests, albeit across five years, meaning they will play
roughly one Test fewer each year this time around.
Twenty of England's 43 scheduled Tests are against Australia
and India, with 23 against the other nations.
While the ‘Big Three’, namely England, India, and Australia,
will continue to play Tests regularly, West Indies’ only series of
more than two games is a three-match contest in England in
2024.

Ben Stokes

Taylor exposes racism in New Zealand cricket

I

n his autobiography released earlier this month, retired
Test batter Ross Taylor said he experienced racism during
his 16-year career in New Zealand cricket, The Guardian
reported last week. Taylor is of Samoan heritage.
In his book, Taylor described being the recipient of racist
locker room “banter”, and casual racist comments made by
some New Zealand team officials.
In his Black & White, Taylor wrote: “Cricket in New Zealand
is a pretty white sport. For much of my career I’ve been an
anomaly, a brown face in a vanilla line-up. That has its challenges, many of which aren’t readily apparent to your teammates
or the cricketing public.”
He stated that many people assumed he was of Māori or
Indian heritage, since Pacific Island representation in New
Zealand cricket is rare.
Locker room banter was sometimes racist and hurtful, he
noted, adding he was concerned that raising the issue might
make the situation worse.
“In many ways dressing-room banter is the barometer. A
teammate used to tell me, ‘You’re half a good guy Ross, but
which half is good? You don’t know what I’m referring to’. I was
pretty sure I did,” Taylor wrote.
Other players also had to put up with comments that focused
on their ethnicity, Taylor noted.
“In all probability a [white New Zealander] listening to those
sorts of comments would think ‘Oh, that’s OK, it’s just a bit of
banter’. But he’s hearing it as a white person, and it’s not directed
at people like him. So, there’s no pushback; no one corrects
them,” Taylor said.
He added, “Then the onus falls on the targets. You wonder
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Ross Taylor
if you should pull them up, but worry that you’ll create a bigger problem or be accused of playing the race card by inflating
harmless banter into racism. It’s easier to develop a thick skin
and let it slide, but is what the right thing to do?”
Responding to Taylor’s revelation, a New Zealand Cricket
spokesperson later told the media that the governing body
“deplores racism, is a staunch supporter of the New Zealand
Human Rights Commission’s ‘Give Nothing to Racism’ campaign, and is deeply disappointed Ross has been exposed to this
type of behaviour”.

Mohammed Siraj

Warwickshire sign Siraj
to strengthen pace attack

W

arwickshire has signed Indian pacer Mohammed
Siraj for the remainder of the 2022 County
Championship season, ESPNcricinfo reported last
week. The move made Siraj the sixth Indian cricketer player to
be signed by a county team this season.
The other players are Cheteshwar Pujara (Sussex), Washington
Sundar (Lancashire), Krunal Pandya (Warwickshire for Royal
London Cup), Umesh Yadav (Middlesex), and Navdeep Saini
(Kent).
Siraj concluded India’s tour of Zimbabwe on Monday, and will
be playing on September 12 in Birmingham in Warwickshire’s
home game against Somerset.
At 28 years old, Siraj has established himself as a key member on India’s fast-bowling bench in Test cricket since his debut
in the 2020-21 tour of Australia. He finished that series as the
highest wicket-taker.
So far, Siraj has played 13 Test matches, taking 40 wickets at
an average of 30.77. He is also a regular member of India’s ODI
attack.
Siraj is aiming to have his stint with Warwickshire aid his bid
to rediscover his best red-ball form following a drop-off in his
returns during his last two Test tours, ESPNcricinfo stated.
After taking just three wickets in two Tests in South Africa at
the turn of the year, at an average of 51.00, he then had a mixed
Test match at Edgbaston in July, where he took four first-innings
wickets, but conceded more than a run a ball across two innings
as England pulled off a record chase.
“I can’t wait to join up with the Bears squad. I have always
enjoyed playing in England with India, and I’m excited to experience county cricket,” Siraj said.
He added, “Edgbaston is [a] world-class stadium, and the
atmosphere it created this year for the Test was special. I’m
really looking forward to making it my home in September, and
hopefully helping the Bears end the season well.”
Paul Farbrace, Warwickshire’s director of cricket said: “Siraj is
a fantastic addition to the squad, and we can’t wait to welcome
him to Warwickshire. He is one of the best fast bowlers in the
world right now, and his knowledge and experience will help
bring an added dimension to our line-up.”
Farbrace added, “It’s been clear that we needed to strengthen
our bowling attack for the crucial run-in period, and I’m excited
to see what Siraj can do in these three games.”
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Alana King made history with her One Hundred hat trick on August 13

King’s hat trick gives Manchester quite a turn

A

ustralia leg-spinner Alana King became the first woman to earn a hat trick in The Hundred when Trent Rockets beat Manchester Originals by 43 runs on August 13,
Sky Sports, the British Broadcasting Corporation, and other media have reported.
In what was her debut game, King bowled three leg breaks, as
the BBC reported, to earn a place in the tournament’s history as
the first woman to take a hat trick in the 100-ball competition.
First she hit Cordelia Griffith’s leg stump with a ball that skidded on, then went on to trap Sophie Ecclestone plumb lbw with
a well-flighted delivery that drifted in and straightened.
However, as the BBC noted, King saved the best for last,
“castling Kate Cross with another beauty: full and turning just
enough to beat the edge as the batter aimed a shot through the
leg side”.
King’s feat followed Imran Tahir, another leg-spinner, who
was the first man to take a hat trick in The Hundred last year.
Her third wicket saw Trent Rockets players flying out of the
pavilion.
“If I was a young girl in the crowd, I’d be thinking: ‘I want
to be like you’. It’s been unbelievable,” said Central Sparks allrounder Thea Brookes.

Now a superstar of the women’s game, King was relatively unknown at the start of this year, especially on the international
pitch. She is 26 years old, with her parents hailing from Chennai,
Tamil Nadu, in India.
She was uncapped in any format by Australia until January
this year, then quickly debuted in Twenty20 internationals, One
Day Internationals, and Test cricket.
As the BBC reported, by early April, she had won the Ashes
and the World Cup, and established herself as a key member on
the team.
Among her idols are the late Shane Warne.
“I hope Shane Warne is looking down, and is pretty proud I
spun it a bit today. I am very happy to have done well here,” King
told Sky Sports afterwards..
Former India wicketkeeper Deep Dasgupta was full of praise,
saying: “Alana King is box office. She’s so good: her line and
length, variations, the control that she has, and her reading of
the game as well. Absolutely brilliant.”
King finished her spell on August 13 with figures of 4-15 from
20 deliveries, and would have bagged four wickets in four balls
had Rockets gone for the leg before review after Ellie Threlkeld
was struck on the pad, Sky Sports reported.

Dottin, Matthews, Taylor take lead in women’s CPL

S

quads for the Massy Women’s Caribbean Premier League
and the Women’s SKYEXCH 6IXTY were confirmed last
week, with top players from across the region joining up
with overseas stars from South Africa, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, New
Zealand, and the US.
The tournaments start today at Warner Park in St Kitts, with
the SKYEXCH 6IXTY continuing to August 28, and the Massy
WCPL getting underway from August 31 to September 4.
The three teams are being
captained by Hayley Matthews
(Barbados Royals), Stafanie Taylor (Guyana Amazon Warriors)
and Deandra Dottin (Trinbago
Knight Riders). Each squad has
three overseas spots with players
from South Africa, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, New Zealand, and the US
in the line-up.
“We are really pleased with
the quality of international signDeandra Dottin
ings for the inaugural Massy
WCPL and SKYEXCH 6IXTY tournaments, and we look forward to welcoming these players in St Kitts for these two exciting competitions,” Hero CPL’s CEO Pete Russell said last week.
The Royals will feature bowling all-rounder Fatima Sana, who
has played 40 times for Pakistan. Sana was part of the Pakistan
squad that took part in the recently concluded Commonwealth
Games tournament in Birmingham.
Joining Sana at the Royals is South African all-rounder Chloe
Tyron, who brings her experience to the Barbados franchise
from 174 games.
The final overseas name for the Royals is US under-19 player
Snigdha Paul. An all-rounder, Paul impressed in the recently
concluded series against the West Indies U-19 side, claiming
four wickets with an economy rate of 2.92.
The Guyana Amazon Warriors will be joined by Sri Lankan
captain Chamari Athapaththu, who has played in almost 200
internationals. An opening batter, Athapaththu has made six
international hundreds with an ODI high score of 178 not out.
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Also with the Amazon Warriors is South African seamer,
Ayabonga Khaka. She has a T20 International bowling average
of 24.02 and an economy rate of 6.43.
The final Amazon Warriors overseas player is 16-year-old
Isani Vaghela, who has represented the US national team.
The Trinbago Knight Riders will feature New Zealand seam
bowler Hayley Jensen, who has played 75 international games.
She has also played for both Melbourne Renegades and Hobart
Hurricanes in the Big Bash in
Australia.
Joining Jensen at the Knight
Riders will be South African
captain Sune Luus, who has
made major contributions at the
highest level as a spin bowling
all-rounder. She has scored 17
fifties and has four five-wicket
hauls at the international level.
Also playing for Knight Riders is US international medium
Hayley Matthews
pacer Geetika Kodali, who performed well at the recent Fairbreak T20 tournament in the UAE.
Squads: Barbados Royals: Hayley Matthews (captain), Shakera Selman (vice captain), Fatima Sana (Pakistan), Chloe Tryon (South Africa), Snighda Paul (US), Reneice Boyce, Mandy
Rangru, Brittney Cooper, Aaliyah Alleyne, Shanika Bruce, Afy
Fletcher, Qiana Joseph, Japhina Joseph, Chinelle Henry.
Guyana Amazon Warriors: Stafanie Taylor (captain), Shermaine Campbelle (vice captain), Chamari Athapaththu (Sri
Lanka), Ayabonga Khaka (South Africa), Isani Vaghela (US),
Rashada Williams, Rachel Vincent, Kaysia Schultz, Chedean
Nation, Cherry-Ann Fraser, Shamilia Connell, Karishma Ramharack, Shabika Gajnabi, Zaida James.
Trinbago Knight Riders: Deandra Dottin (captain), Anisa
Mohammed (vice captain), Hayley Jensen (New Zealand),
Sune Luus (South Africa), Geetika Kodali (US), Lee Ann Kirby, Kyshona Knight, Kycia Knight, Natasha McLean, Sheneta
Grimmond, Caniesha Isaac, Jannillea Glasgow, Steffie Soogrim,
Shawnisha Hector.

Wednesday August 24, 2022
Asia Cup Qualifier 2022
Singapore vs Kuwait, 5th Match, Al Amerat
Cricket Ground, Al Amerat, 4:00 PM
Hong Kong vs UAE, 6th Match, Al Amerat
Cricket Ground, 8:00 PM
Thursday August 25, 2022
Nepal tour of Kenya, 2022
Kenya vs Nepal, 1st T20I, Gymkhana Club
Ground, Nairobi, 9:00 AM
South Africa tour of England, 2022
England vs SA, 2nd Test, Day 1, Emirates Old
Trafford, Manchester, 11:00 AM
Friday August 26, 2022
Kenya vs Nepal, 2nd T20I, Gymkhana Club
Ground, 9:00 AM
England vs SA, 2nd Test, Day 2, Emirates Old
Trafford, 11:00 AM
Saturday August 27, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
Sri Lanka vs Afghanistan, 1st Match, Group B,
Dubai Int. Cricket Stadium, Dubai, 6:00 PM
England vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 3,
Emirates Old Trafford, Manchester, 11:00 AM
Sunday August 28, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
India vs Pakistan, 2nd Match, Group A, Dubai
International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
Kenya vs Nepal, 3rd T20I, Gymkhana Club
Ground, 9:00 AM
Zimbabwe tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs Zimbabwe, 1st ODI, Tony Ireland
Stadium, Townsville, 9:40 AM
England vs SA, 2nd Test, Day 4, Emirates Old
Trafford, 11:00 AM
Monday August 29, 2022
Kenya vs Nepal, 4th T20I, Gymkhana Club
Ground, 9:00 AM
England vs South Africa, 2nd Test, Day 5,
Emirates Old Trafford, 11:00 AM
Tuesday August 30, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
Bangladesh vs Afghanistan, 3rd Match, Group
B, Sharjah Cricket Stadium, Sharjah, 6:00 PM
Kenya vs Nepal, 5th T20I
Gymkhana Club Ground, Nairobi, 9:00 AM
Wednesday August 31, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
India vs TBC, 4th Match, Group A, Dubai
International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
Australia vs Zimbabwe, 2nd ODI, Tony Ireland
Stadium, Townsville, 9:40 AM
Thursday September 1, 2022
Sri Lanka vs Bangladesh, 5th Match, Group B,
Dubai International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
Friday September 2, 2022
Pakistan vs TBC, 6th Match, Group A, Sharjah
Cricket Stadium, Sharjah, 6:00 PM
Kenya vs Nepal, 1st unofficial ODI, Gymkhana
Club Ground, 9:00 AM
Saturday September 3, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, Super Four, Match 1 (B1 v B2),
Sharjah Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
Kenya vs Nepal, 2nd unofficial ODI, Gymkhana
Club Ground, 9:00 AM
Australia vs Zimbabwe, 3rd ODI, Tony Ireland
Stadium, Townsville, 9:40 AM
Sunday September 4, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, Super Four, Match 2 (A1 v A2),
Dubai International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
Monday September 05, 2022
Kenya vs Nepal, 3rd unofficial ODI, Gymkhana
Club Ground, 9:00 AM
Tuesday September 06, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, Super Four, Match 3 (A1 v B1),
Dubai International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM
New Zealand tour of Australia, 2022
Australia vs New Zealand, 1st ODI, Cazaly’s
Stadium, Cairns, 2:20 PM
Wednesday September 7, 2022
Asia Cup 2022
TBC vs TBC, Super Four, Match 4 (A2 v B2),
Dubai International Cricket Stadium, 6:00 PM.
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

647-894-0764

Mississauga For Sale $1,588,000

SO

LD

Location!
Location! Pride
of ownership
move-in ready
detached 4+1
spacious bdrms,
4 washrooms
on quiet
street. Freshly
painted, 6
parking spaces,
hardwood floors, LED lighting, W/O to an
entertaining deck & beautiful landscaped backyard
w/exquisite seasonal floral gardening. Sep entrance
to newly reno open concept bsmt w/custom kitchen,
quartz countertop, potlights, porcelain tiles, vinyl
floor & much more. Close to major hwys & all
amenities. Walking distance to Square One.

Oshawa For Sale $799,990

FOR SALE HALIBURTON $619,999
Welcome to one of
highlands east, fully
renovated (2010)
three bedrooms allseason cottage with
one full washroom,
open concept
dining/kitchen, &
living area with wood fireplace & potlights. Relax on two
huge decks and enjoy nature’s beauty at your doorsteps.
This spacious lot offers lots of parking spaces, 1 fully
insulated natural pine bunkie, lots of storage spaces (5
sheds), and beautiful landscaping with a firepit. Steps
to Tamarack lake for swimming, fishing, and canoeing.
Minutes to the town of Gooderham.

For Sale Toronto $999,999

$999,900

Family Friendly
SOLD
Neighbourhood,
$350,100
Walking
OVER
Distance
ASKING
To Schools
PRICE
& Parks.

Etobicoke
CityPointe Heights
starting @ High 400s

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Located at The Gore Road and Queen
St E., CityPointe Heights is a new
condominium community connected
to three of the GTA’s most beloved
cities. Your favourite - and soon-to-be
favourite - Brampton, Toronto, and
Vaughan locations are very close
to home. Discover two of the fastest
growing cities in the Greater Toronto
Area, and why with each passing
year, they have more to offer.

$949,000

TAB

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.
Starting
From Low

$300s

Victory Green Markham, ON

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

$700K

Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.

24

 eeton Village is a new townhouse Beeton Village
B
& single family home dev. by
Flato Developments Inc now in
pre-construction at 6491 8 Line,
New Tecumseth. It has a total of
135 units from 1620 to 3187 sq ft &
offers more than a quiet getaway:
a hometown feeling you have to
experience for yourself. All built
with a level of craftsmanship &
consistency that you’ve come to expect from FLATO®
Developments. Here, signature country living melds
seamlessly with carefully laid out floorplans to create
a community that is both sophisticated & convenient,
modern yet respectful of Beeton’s heritage.

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

Narrative Condos

Starting
From

437-235-7599

Location! Location! Location!
Fully reno. 3+1 bdrms, 2 full
bthrm (+1 half bthrm) in family
friendly neighbourhood in the
lakeview area of Oshawa. Main
flr has: hardwood floors thruout, open concept w/upgraded
ktchn w/ large eat-in island,
granite countertops & all new S/S appls (2022). Open
concept lvngrm flows seamlessly to private backyard w/
deck. Bsmt has engineered laminated flooring thru-out, large
open concept lvng/rec. area, bdrm w/ private ensuite (2022),
sep. laundry area w/brand new washer & dryer (2022).
Upper flr has 3 large-sized bdrms w/full bath (2022), close
to all amenities; walking distance to schools, parks, trails &
shopping. Short drive to the beach. Don't miss opportunity to
own one of the few detached homes in this neighbourhood.
Location! Location! Location! 4 level semi-detached
backsplit in the highly sought after York University heights
neighbourhood. Home features: gleaming original hardwood
floor throughout main & upper levels with 2 large bedrooms
+ 1 full bathroom, large family
size eat-in kitchen, lower level
features 2 large bedrooms
with upgraded floors + 1
full bathroom. Side entrance
SOLD OVER
allows for great rental
potential. Basement has loads
ASKING
PRICE
of potential with rough-in for
kitchen, full bathroom & potential for another room. Large
driveway allows for 5 parking spaces. Close to schools, ttc,
highways, shopping, restaurants & much more! A must see!
Shows true pride of ownership!

For Sale

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

It all begins at 7437 Kingston Road – a unique project set against
the backdrop of both nature and the city. Located on Kingston
Road, adjacent to Rouge and Port Union, The Narrative offers
the perfect balance of nearby green space, a diverse and
welcoming community, nearby amenities, and easy access to
the heart of Toronto via the 401.
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Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

